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Dear reader,

An exciting journey is coming to an end. Not having met 
many people due to the pandemic, I am very grateful to 
have met just the right ones. Before I would like to intro-
duce you to my graduation project, I would thus like to 
thank a couple of people.

A big thanks to my project supervisors Elisa Giaccardi, 
Maria Luce Lupetti and Simone Rebaudengo for all the 
great feedback and inspiring conversations. You very 
much encouraged me to take on new challenges and go 
beyond what I thought would be possible. Special thanks 
to my super-supervisor Maria Luce Lupetti, without you 
my study life would have been only half as interesting, 
challenging and fun. I am very grateful for all the great 
opportunities you gave me.

I also want to take this chance to thank my honours su-
pervisors Peter Lloyd, Senthil Chandrasegaran and Vera 
van der Burg, who introduced me to the world of research, 
AI and conferences. Your motivational, positive and cons-
tructive feedback was invaluable and made the honours 
project one of the key parts of my studies.  

Of course studying abroad during a pandemic would have 
not been possible without my fantastic family and friends. 
Thank you Mama and Papa for always encouraging and 
supporting my crazy ideas. Without you I would have ne-
ver had the courage to move to a new country to study at 
a big technical university. 

A special thanks to my partner and best friend. Thank you 
Jesse for always sharing your excitement, curiosity and 
endless support with me. Your encouragement was the 
most important for me.

Last but not least, special thanks to my friends who made 
this (online) study as much fun as possible. I would have 
not believed that I would find such deep friendships in 
such a short time.

All the best,
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Growing up, social constructs like roles, norms and va-
lues are being internalised and naturalised. Despite of-
fering a sense of stability, such constructs also prohibit 
equality, justice and diversity, by pushing people into cate-
gories, roles and norms they do not represent. However, 
once internalised, social constructs fall under the surface 
of awareness, making their mitigation and re-framing a 
complex task. This also poses a great challenge for desig-
ners, who often aim to create fair and inclusive futures for 
those marginalised and discriminated against.

Attempts are made to mitigate bias by introducing artifi-
cial intelligence (AI). Technology however, often acts as a 
double-edged sword, having the abilities to both identify 
and mitigate bias, or amplify inequality, reinforce existing 
stereotypes and increase injustice. 

Recognising both the potential but also the limitations of 
AI, this thesis explores the idea of reflexive designer-AI 
interactions, as a new form of human-machine interac-
tion towards more reflective design practitioners who are 
able to surface, dismantle and re-think personal and col-
lective imaginings. Seeing a key role in reflection, often 
criticised behaviour of AI, like inconsistency, unpredicta-
bility and confrontation, are being explored as potentially 

meaningful for triggering critical and self-reflective thin-
king and decision making in design. 

Following a speculative and introspective research 
through design approach, this thesis explores such re-
flexive interactions in the context of gender representa-
tion in child toys. The hypothesis is that the introduction 
of reflection and a change in mindset when engaging with 
AI, can be productive in terms of mitigating gender bias 
in child toys. In order to envision the situated designer-AI 
interactions, a speculative vision of the first gender fluid 
child toy company is introduced. This vision serves as a 
tool for presenting queer future AI-design practices, but 
also as a critique of current gender stereotypes in the de-
sign of children‘s toys. 

Oio.studio serves as an inspiration source for designer-AI 
collaborations, furthermore providing industry perspecti-
ve in the adaptation of AI.

Technological exploration insights are translated into four 
design tactics, resulting in designer reflection and bias 
awareness. Those tactics are applied and explored in 
practice, by designing three gender-ambiguous child toys. 
Each toy represents a new reflexive design-AI workflow. 

Each workflow differently illustrates human and non-hu-
man collaboration that surfaces, defamiliarizes and dis-
mantles personal and collective imaginings of gender in 
toys. Additionally, these speculative practices also chal-
lenge the status quo in design, raising awareness about 
design and AI issues that need to be addressed further in 
the future.

Taking into account the insights from the experiments, 
as well as prototype testing with children and evaluating 
expert interviews, this project concludes that reflexive 
interactions – as proposed alternative to traditional hu-
man-AI interactions and in addition to the current design 
practice – are potentially productive to surface, dismant-
le and re-familiarize personal bias and collective ima-
ginings. Furthermore, does this thesis suggest that AI’s 
often negatively described behaviour like confusion and 
inconsistency, also carry the power to trigger reflective 
practices that help surfacing and challenge bias. However 
potentially limiting factors like ecological, economical and 
social cost as well as ethical concerns are discussed as 
well.
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This thesis is about surfacing and dismantling social bias, 
as carried for instance in gender stereotypes, through re-
flexive designer-AI interactions.
 
Describing reality in mental categories is necessary and 
fundamental to the existence of all living beings (Greg-
gor & Hackett, 2017). Ranging from binary categories like 
safe vs. dangerous to more complex forms of ‘categorical 
discirmination’, they form the way in which we perceive 
reality (Hackett, 2019). 

Arguing that cognitive functions originate in social inter-
actions, Vygotsky (1987) disagreed with the idea that le-
arning could be dissociated from its social environment, 
as held by cognitivists like Piaget and Perry. As a result, 
social categories and norms like gender roles and ste-
reotypes, are being internalised naturally when growing 
up in society (Mareis, 2012).  

Categorical thinking can be of use for maintaining the il-
lusion of stability, on which social structures are based 
(Douglas, 2002).  They can furthermore be seen as a pro-
duct of human cognition, reducing the complexity of the 
world in order to allow humans to interact with it effi-
ciently (Maqsood et al., 2004; Pfister et al., 2016). Afraid 
of ambiguity and uncertainty, individual members of a so-

ciety usually obey to its categorical distinctions (Douglas, 
2002). 

However useful for keeping the cognitive load in everyday 
life low, internalised categories also create inequality and 
injustice, often for those already marginalised and discri-
minated against (Mareis, 2012; Canlı, 2018), by pushing 
people into categories that do not represent them. Trying 
to free oneself from those collective imaginings, desig-
ners often stumble over our own biases and internalised 
categories, failing in their ambitions to create diverse, in-
clusive and equitable futures (Moore Pervall, 2022). 
Machine learning is being used more frequently in both 
the public and private sectors to make decisions, which 
has exposed new intersectional categories of protected 
identities as well as new categories of algorithmic di-
scrimination (Mann & Matzner, 2019). Technological tools 
like artificial intelligence (AI), which are already widely 
used for inspirational purposes in design (Koch et al., 
2019; Designs.ai - Creative Work Done Effortlessly, n.d.-
b), also become more and more of interest as means to 
counteract our unconscious tendencies to categorise and 
discriminate (Arzberger et al., 2022; Turtle, 2022; AI Toys, 
n.d.-b). 

14

01.1. INTRODUCTION
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Despite its many promising and interesting abilities, re-
cent concern was raised about AI, further exacerbating 
social norms, values and categories by baking in the 
structures of power and prejudices, thus increasing in-
justice, rather than combating it (Mehrabi et al., 2021; 
McQuillan, 2018). Further issues arise due to inconsistent 
and unpredictable behaviour of AI (Amershi et al., 2019), 
calling for interaction guidelines that ensure meaningful 
human control over human-AI interactions (Cavalcante et 
al., 2022). Technology can thus be seen as a double-edged 
sword, having the power to both amplify inequality and 
further push people into categories that do not represent 
them, or potentially mitigate against such bias (De Cre-
mer & Kasparov, 2022).
Traditionally being used in a more normative way, techno-
logy is often more agency and autonomy, giving it a more 
active stance in human-machine interaction. However, 
such interactions leave no room for reflection, which in 
turn is found to be a powerful weapon against uncon-
scious and biassed decision making (Westberg & Jason, 
1994). Despite AI’s ability to exacerbate thinking in catego-
ries, e.g. gender identities and the fact that AI can misc-
lassify or fail to detect gender identities that go beyond 
the binary distinction between male and female (Keyes, 
2018), this work argues that binary and categorical thin-
king are human tendencies, not machine ones. As a result 
of the dominant normative approach, we lack discourse 

and alternatives for equity and inclusivity and how they 
are reflected in the tools we create and the interactions 
with these (Hagendorff, 2019). Technologies like AI or ML 
are not inherently bad, nor is the individual trying to utili-
se them. Hence, alternative ways are needed to comple-
ment current design and human-machine practices.

Contributing to filling this research gap, this thesis ex-
plores how the flaws of artificial intelligence – like bias 
exacerbation, inconsistency and unpredictability – can 
also be seen as an opportunity for human reflection and 
thinking beyond the categories we know. A more reflexive 
interaction between designer and AI is explored through 
several design experiments that aim to create a more ref-
lective design practitioner who is able to surface personal 
and collective bias and dismantle the binary categories.

Whilst AI systems can be discriminatory towards race, 
abilities and other minorities or marginalized groups, 
the focus of this project lies on gender, as gender binary 
classifications are perpetuated through materialisation 
in a multitude od everyday products like clothing, tools 
or fast cars (Whisner, 1982; ). Especially problematic are 
toys that, acting as ‘cultural signifiers’, introduce following 
generations early to narrowly defined gender identities 
(Almeida, 2017). 

Using AI to dismantle our collective gender imaginings, 
this thesis introduces future design practices are formed 
through the creation of ‘Monsters’ – queer and ambiguous 
toys that combine contradicting categories, thus challen-
ge the collective stereotypes and de-famliarize the idea 
of the ‘binary’ (Douglas, 2002) -,  in order to recognize the 
identities beyond the binary categories of male and fe-
male. Children hereby form an especially vulnerable tar-
get group, who are often presented with heavily gender 
stereotypical toys, exacerbating gender categories and 
impeding the development of an individual identity (Wang 
& Degol, 2016) and early on training the next generation on 
common social norms, roles and values.
A definition of reflexive AI-design collaborations is seeked 
throughout the explorations and toy creations and further 
discussed and evaluated in interviews with experts from 
different domains and backgrounds, like toy design, tra-
ditional human computer interaction and queer futures.

Seeking inspiration, knowledge and discussions about al-
ternative relations between designer and AI, this project 
is carried out in collaboration with oio.studio (Öiø / Stu-
dio, n.d.). Their knowledge and experience on innovative 
integrations of AI as a day-to-day design colleague and 
assistant will accompany me throughout my project. 

As will be described in further detail in the Chapter ‘Fra-
mework’, this project follows a ‘research through design’ 
approach. Set up in five stages, alternative designer-AI 
collaborations will be first explored, and then tested in an 
introspective manner, to finally be illustrated and com-
municated through a speculative vision.

The setup of this project (as can be seen in Figure 2) was 
made in order to ensure the flexibility needed for explo-
ring and curating future design practices. Phase 0 repre-
sents a really fundamental up-front literature study, me-
ant to give a quick overview over current practices in HCI 
and design. However, the majority of knowledge and ideas 
is gathered during iterative explorations and experiments 
(Phase 1 + 2 in Figure 2). Phase 1 (as will be described in 
further detail in the chapter ‘early explorations’) concerns 
all activities that help inspire, identify and understand de-
signer-AI relations. Phase 2 builds on the knowledge and 
ideas generated in phase 1, by applying them to generate 
new practices and design ambiguous childtoys. In phase 2 
the speculative vision will be created and further detailed, 
in order to contextualise the designer-AI experiments. In 
phase 3, the generated artefacts, practices and speculati-
ve vision will be further detailed and illustrated. In phase 
4 the experiments will be critically evaluated. In phase 
5–the last stage of the project – I will then discuss and 
reflect upon the outcomes and the process of this project.
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The following describes the initial project idea as stated 
in the graduation proposal at the beginning of this project. 
As will be illustrated in the following chapters, the project 
has further evolved from this idea. This initial assigment 
closes with the personal motivation and ambition for this 
project.

01.2.1. INTRODUCTION

Designing is often referred to as a creative way of solving 
problems. However, the process of designing as well as 
the decision-making towards solutions is typically based 
on ‘intuition’, or as Michael Polanyi calls it ‘tacit knowing’ 
of the designer (Wong & Radcliffe, 2000). This challenges 
the ambitions of the design research community commit-
ted to generating knowledge and to making it accessible 
for other design practitioners. With a lack of awareness 
about one’s own decision making furthermore comes the 
danger of introducing potential biases and fixations that 
can impede fair and inclusive designs. 

With AI raising increasing concern about the perpetuation 
of biases in data by its tendency to bake in the structures 
of power and prejudices (McQuillan, 2018), it does not 
seem like a suitable technology to address the problem 
of tacit knowledge at first. However, the fact that AI can 
represent the biases of specific populations means that it 

potentially has a useful role to play in designing, expos-
ing designers to viewpoints beyond the normal range of 
their experience and knowledge. The question therefore 
is: What can we learn about ourselves from machines? 

The aim of this graduation project is therefore to address 
the challenges of tacit knowledge in design by reflecting 
on parts of the design process where tacit knowledge 
plays a decisive role. Focusing on the ‘designers’ lan-
guage’ the project will explore the design space evolving 
around the creation and communication of artefacts (e.g. 
sketches, prototypes, mood boards, etc.) and their inher-
ent values, biases, fixations, etc.. As an active contribu-
tor to this reflective process, the AI will help to expose, 
confront and eventually understand and share one’s tacit 
knowledge. The AI-confrontation is hereby not necessar-
ily meant to ease the design process, on the contrary it is 
meant to irritate, surprise and provoke and thus create a 
more fair and inclusive way of designing.

However, these explorations and their effectiveness are 
bound to the accessibility of high quality off-the shelf AI 
tools. I am furthermore aware of the ‘cost’ that comes 
with the usage of AI and thus want to discuss the impli-
cations of my project on a system level at the end of my 
thesis, reflecting on the use of resources and other ethi-
cal consequences.

01.2. THE INITIAL ASSIGNMENT

01.2.2. PROBLEM DEFINITION

Tacit knowledge is a ‘key behind exercising judgment 
in human decision-making and employing intuition or 
‘gut-feeling’’ (Maqsood, & Armstrong, 2004). Tacit knowl-
edge and experience can lead to effective intuitive deci-
sions. However, there is a probability that ‘tacit’ decisions 
favour wrong judgment. The more complex, uncertain, 
and pressured a design process is, the higher the poten-
tial for bias, fixation and other cognitive heuristics, as an 
automatic reflex meant to lower the cognitive workload 
(Maqsood, & Armstrong, 2004).

Concluding that the ability to create fair and inclusive de-
signs through effective decision making is closely bound 
to an understanding of tacit knowledge, the need for 
learning and understanding one’s own subjective design 
world is being raised.

Knowledge though, is a very vague and ‘messy’ concept. 
Therefore, capturing it is a task fraught with difficulties. 
As Donald Schön describes it (Schön, 1992): ‘designers 
know more than they can say, tend to give inaccurate de-
scriptions of what they know, and can best (or only) gain 
access to their knowing-in-action by putting themselves 
into the mode of doing.’ Not only are designers incapable of 

putting their knowledge into words, but one also typically 
remains unaware of their own experiences, interests and 
values that go into the formation of tacit knowledge and 
thus decision making. These underlying elements of deci-
sion making furthermore remain hidden for the designer’s 
colleagues, collaborators, and next generations of design 
practitioners which can impede the share of knowledge.

01.2.3. ASSIGNMENT

To address the challenge of accessing and communicating 
tacit knowledge (and its inherent values, biases, fixations, 
etc.), I want to create an AI reflection and communication 
tool that exposes underlying patterns in the designer’s 
language of artifacts. The project will unfold through prac-
tice-based explorations, where different ways of grasping 
tacit knowledge with an algorithm will be explored. Called 
upon to decipher (subjective) designerly worlds and its 
tacit knowledge, the AI activities will confront designers 
with traces of their own doing and evoke/provoke reflec-
tions on their patterns of action.

By changing perspective and looking at one’s design prac-
tice through the lens of an AI, the designer can gain new 
insights into their own thought and decision process, as 
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well as the implications of the design’s outcome. The tool 
should furthermore assist in passing on the gained awa-
reness and understanding to others to help information 
flow and explained decision making.

The AI tool is expected to be explored in a conceptual 
way, mostly relying on of-the-shelf-AI tools, resulting in 
an experienceable prototype that can be used for testing 
and concept evaluation. The focus, however, should be on 
the outcomes of the designer’s interaction with the AI. 
Therefore, the designer’s creations, evolved through the 
joint design-AI confrontation, should be made tangible in 
a small physical exhibition.

01.2.4. PERSONAL MOTIVATION AND AMBITION

In previous projects, I explored the intersection of AI/
robotics/technology and design from an interactive per-
spective. Courses in Data Science and Machine Learning 
helped me to build up a theoretical and practical base to 
be further improved, challenged and applied in a project 
combined with design. In an attempt to look beyond the 
tools and methods designers use these days, main inspi-
ration for my thesis project was taken from an AI-schol-
arship project about ‘semantic design with AI’ and the 
latest findings from my Honours Project ‘using human-AI 

dialogue to stimulate problem framing in collaborative 
design’ and my research elective focusing on ‘non-human 
embodiments beyond anthropomorphism’.

Within the area of design, I hope to deepen my under-
standing of designerly ways of knowing, especially tacit 
knowing, both from a theoretical and a practice point of 
view.  Outside the design discipline, I would like to learn 
about psychology, system and control theory (cybernet-
ics) and AI (from a computer science background). Ide-
ally, my knowledge and skills in data science, ML and 
programming can be improved throughout this project 
as well. I furthermore would like to challenge my usually 
very structured and thought through-way of working by 
following a very experimental - hands -on approach.
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Why do we fail do mitigate bias? 
This chapter discusses the nu-
ances of bias perpetuation, 
from natrual internalization of 
collective imaginings, over au-
tomatic descision making, the 
limits of one‘s own perspective 
and AI bias.

24

From a European perspective, today like never before, 
we live in a society that strives to enable all its mem-
bers to live a life that is both fair and comfortable. Current 
headlines bear witness to the failure and complexity of 
this ambitious goal - from the restriction of self-deter-
mination for women in America (Sargeant, 2022) to the 
killing of people with different skin colors (Bunn, 2022) 
or sexual orientation (Iraq: Impunity for Violence Against 
LGBT People, 2022). The most frequently affected are also 
the least privileged ones, ‘the ones already discriminat-
ed, disenfranchised and marginalised by the hegemonic 
order due to their gender, sex, sexuality, race, ethnicity, 
class, nationality, religion, ability, mobility, age and other 
social status and identity attributions’ (Canlı, 2018).

As designers, we often claim to be the advocates of those 
disadvantaged and marginalised. However, certain meas-
urable barriers in conceptual design processes can im-
pede those designerly ambitions of creating fair, equita-
ble, inclusive futures. Bias –the ‘inclination or prejudice 
for or against one person or group, especially in a way 

considered to be unfair’ (Oxford Languages and Google - 
English | Oxford Languages, 2022b) –is reflected in many 
forms in the design process. Task distribution, attribution, 
credit, and even the strategy of design teams can be im-
pacted by biases resulting from discrimination towards 
people based on their gender, colour, or sexual orienta-
tion (Pfister et al., 2016). Design fixation for instance is 
known to cause a ‘blind adherence to a set of ideas or con-
cepts limiting the output of conceptual design’ (Jansson & 
Smith, 1991). Initial problem construal (frame formation) 
happens from projecting previous heuristics, allowing the 
creation of bias (Knoblich et al., 1999). Others show proof 
of bias for instance in the way we perceive colour (Olk-
konen et al., 2014), use gender in conversational agents 
(Feine et al., 2020), or prefer information that confirms 
our existing world views (Confirmation Bias in UX, n.d.)1. 
However, in specific contexts, the human cognition uses 
prior knowledge and assumptions to interpret the world, 
especially when presented with complex and ambiguous 
input (Adams et al., 2004), or in emotionally charged situ-
ations (Epstein, 1999). 

1 many more biases are known and illustrated for instance in Desjardins infographic (2021)

02.1. THE PROBLEM OF COLLECTIVE IMAGININGS
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Figure 3 - problem of collective imaginings

Merely being aware of bias is insufficient to combat it. 
According to scientists, 95% of our decisions are made 
automatically and without conscious thinking (Zaltman, 
2003). Because the tremendous amount of information 
that enters the human brain every second cannot all be 
processed consciously, a significant fraction is processed 
automatically and is thus concealed from our conscious-
ness. As a result, we often choose passive, emotionally 
driven, and thoughtless decisions (Thaler & Sunstein, 2011; 
Pfister et al., 2016). Part of this susceptibility of human 
thinking to biases thus lies in the limitation of human cog-
nition and its confined ability to perceive and interpret the 
surrounding, as well as to identify and challenge habitu-
ated and naturalised information (Maqsood et al., 2004; 
Mareis, 2012; Jansson & Smith, 1991).

There are tools for confronting bias, like the Harvard Uni-
versity bias test (Take a Test, n.d.), that measures bias 
through implicit associations. The assumption tested here 
is again, that bias is rooted mostly in unconscious think-

ing, thus most present in quick and automated decision 
making (Thaler & Sunstein, 2011; Pfister et al., 2016). The 
mission of Project Implicit is to educate the public about 
bias, by having people quickly link words to images. In a 
little self-experiment, I challenged my own gender per-
ception through the Harvard University bias tests (Take 
a Test, n.d.). I discovered that I myself have a tendency to 
connect household more to the female and career more 
to the male (Figure 4).

Despite the the limits of the designer’s individual knowl-
edge, perception and experience1 , it is the designers col-
lective and tacit knowledge that impedes their good inten-
tions (Jansson & Smith, 1991). Collective imaginings refer 
to a common, sometimes implicit, picture of the world, its 
dominant narratives, and its social, cultural, and political 
ramifications (Søndergaard & Hansen, 2018). From early 
childhood on, the limits of our individual behaviour, per-
ception, and thought are predetermined by our habitus2 
(Mareis, 2012). Learning is the process by which learners 

1 The designer essentially considers information, knowledge and experience that is already familiar (Jansson & Smith, 1991)
2 According to Bourdieu‘s definition of the habitus, all conventions, physical prowess, aesthetic and cultural preferences, and other non-discursive 
 components of knowledge that are taken for granted by a particular social group are included (Mareis, 2012).
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strong automatic association of male with career and 
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slight automatic association of male with career and 
female with family

little to no automatic association of male with career 
and female with family

slight automatic association of male with family and 
female with career

moderate automatic association of male with family 
and female with career

strong automatic association of male with family and 
female with career

PERCENT OF WEB RESPONDENCES WITH EACH SCORE

my result

24%

32%

19%

17%

5%

3%

1%

Figure 4- my gender bias (Take a Test, n.d.)

are incorporated into a knowledge community and intro-
duced to collective imaginings and social constructs like 
gender; it does not just consist of assimilation and ac-
commodation of new knowledge by learners. All cognitive 
processes are derived from social interactions (Vygotsky, 
1978). Unlike knowledge that is taught or acquired formal-
ly, societal norms, values and stereotypes are learned 
unconsciously through observation and practice (Epstein, 
1999). Design educators have historically been working 
designers who impart their knowledge, abilities, and val-
ues to students through an apprenticeship process. In 
small projects, design students ‘play out’ the job of the 
designer while receiving instruction from more seasoned 
designers (Cross, 2006).

The values and norms thus not only remain hidden, their 
internalisation furthermore leads to their naturalisation. 
Once accepted as natural they become forgotten (Mareis, 
2012). The acquired knowledge about societal constructs 
like norms, values, etc. is not openly stored, concrete 

rather than abstract and intuitive in nature (Wong & Rad-
cliffe, 2000; Schön, 1984; Epstein, 1999). Also described as 
tacit knowledge, it ‘could be available to conscious aware-
ness and yet typically remains unarticulated’, making val-
ues and norms primarily experienced through someone 
else‘s actions (Wong & Radcliffe, 2000). Such learning 
through observing and doing allows bias and collective 
imaginings to remain unquestioned. As a consequence of 
this habituation and naturalisation, individual members of 
society, and especially designers, unconsciously perpetu-
ate the view of the many.

A society furthermore has mechanisms to maintain its 
value system. For example, ‘Taboos‘, as Mary Douglas 
(2002) calls them in her book ‘Purity and Danger‘ , repre-
sent a spontaneous device for protecting distinctive cat-
egories1. Categories thus represent a necessity to main-
tain the illusion of stability, on which social structures are 
based. They furthermore allow the human brain to make 
fast and automated decisions, thus keeping the cognitive 

1 Categories can be seen as a necessary classification of reality. A way to simplify the world, in order to make it more accessible and understandable 
 for us humans. Categories however, always remain artificial and can never truly capture the reality in its complexity.
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load low (Thaler & Sunstein, 2021; Pfister et al., 2016). They 
reduce intellectual and social disorder (Douglas, 2002). 
‘Taboos‘ protect the local consensus and collective im-
aginings. If something does not correspond to the prede-
termined categories, this triggers ambiguity and cognitive 
discomfort in the individual. Taboo forces the ambiguous 
into the sacred category. Threats and promises that are 
blatantly ludicrous are used to induce compliance, par-
ticularly in childcare. Breaking taboos can be dangerous 
and credible to reasonable people, if a taboo upholds mo-
rality or propriety (Douglas, 2002). As a result, an individ-
ual that is part of a value system, always strives to classi-
fy elements in one‘s environment into suitable, fitting and 
norm-compliant categories. Our prejudices reveal that 
we only have a fragmented understanding of the world.

Traditional inclusive design strategies, such as rehabili-
tation1 design and design by storytelling2, have come un-
der fire for stigmatising populations with disabilities and 

creating specialised products that fail even when used by 
the target market (Keates et al., 2000). The goal of models 
for inclusive design is to routinely include data regarding 
end users who might be excluded by the developed arte-
facts (Keates & Clarkson, 2003).

Concluding the idea of the design advocate, we can say 
that however well intended the designer, design remains 
the site of prejudice, bias, misunderstanding, and fixa-
tion. Certain norms, values and categories are first inter-
nalised through habituation, and then, as the regulation 
mechanisms of a discourse remain silent, executed and 
perpetuated unknowingly (Mareis, 2012).

1 Creating particular artefacts to address certain impairments.
2 Before design and assessment, there is a process of observation and „understanding“.

In an attempt to circumvent and overcome the biases of 
the many, and to rationalise our decision-making pro-
cesses, the normative approach advertises the idea of 
technologies that can lead us beyond the frontier of hu-
man cognition. 

Joint problem solving with machines has a long histo-
ry. First mentioned by Licklider in 1960 (Licklider, 1960), 
it has been increasingly taken up in both theory and 
practice (Brynjolfsson & McAfee, 2014; Gerber et al., 
2020). ‘Man-Computer Symbiosis’ as it was first called, 
was thereby defined as ‘close cooperative relationship 
between humans and machines that would be capable 
of thinking in ways no human brain had ever done and 
process data that machines of the time could not handle’ 
(Licklider, 1960; Gerber et al., 2020).

Today, innovations like artificial intelligence (AI) – the the-
ory and development of computer systems able to per-
form tasks normally requiring human intelligence, such 
as visual perception, speech recognition, decision-mak-
ing, and translation between languages (‘Artificial Intel-
ligence’ n.d.) – have increased the opportunities for such 
collaborations. Whereas computers for instance started 
beating humans in chess, it was proven not shortly after 
the firstly defended Kasparov, that humans started form-

ing alliances with the ‘enemy’. This symbiosis proved to 
be even more powerful than a standalone performance by 
just a computer or just a human (Huang, 2022). 

In design, recent research is for instance investigating 
the ‘Co-performance’ and role of artificial agency in the 
design of everyday life (Kuijer & Giaccardi, 2018), or the 
emerging practices in designer-AI collaboration (van der 
Burg, 2022). 

The question of how designers are influenced and affect-
ed by this shift in the design practice is also investigat-
ed in recent studies (Stembert & Harbers, 2019). AI has 
been applied in creative work in a wide range of scenari-
os, ranging from analysing creative work (Maher & Fish-
er, 2012), exploring the form language of a given product 
(Burnap et al., 2016), or producing ideas in generative de-
sign (Kazi et al., 2017).

Both the public and commercial sectors are increasingly 
using machine learning for decision-making, which has 
exposed new intersectional kinds of protected identities 
as well as new types of algorithmic discrimination (Mann 
& Matzner, 2019). Meant to augment our human limitations, 
those algorithms are found to ‘bake in’ the social struc-
tures of power and prejudices, thus amplifying our biases 

02.2. THE NORMATIVE HUMAN-AI INTERACTION
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Figure 4 - the paternalistic human machine interaction

(Mehrabi et al., 2021; McQuillan, 2018). AI, even dedicated 
its own term, ‘AI Bias’1, was, for instance, responsible for 
the perpetuation of race inequality in US healthcare. An 
American hospital used an algorithm to predict which pa-
tients would need additional medical care. Although race 
was not included as a demographic variable in the system, 
the algorithm showed a clear preference for white over 
black patients. The problem: cost/price of insurance poli-
cy was taken as the crucial variable for prediction treating 
white patients preferentially, as black people invest less 
in healthcare for a variety of reasons (Shin, 2021b). 

Nevertheless, it is not the algorithm that is inherently bad 
or dangerous (Mehrabi et al., 2021). Failures of implemen-
tations have suggested that the algorithms pick up on all 
patterns in the data that they are trained on, necessari-
ly including any of all human biases that guided and in-
fluenced the process of data collection and structuring. 
Whilst trying to create a desired future –in the case of 
the US hospitals, a fair system predicting additional care 
for patients– we provide the algorithm with data from the 
past we are trying to overcome (see Figure 7 -Timeline of 

approaches, for further illustration). Thus the algorithms 
are doomed to reinforce past biases of society (Enninga, 
2022). In this sense, these technologies exhibit ‘function 
creep’ (Dahl & Saetnan, 2009): they promise one thing, 
but as a result of the design, something else – often less 
ethical – sneaks in. These things, whether deliberately so 
or not, are political entities that raise certain ethical and 
philosophical issues that we must also explore via design.
(Søndergaard & Hansen, 2018)

Limiting in creating useful data is our human tendency 
to think in categories that represent internalised norms, 
roles and values. Whilst we as humans experience a dis-
comfort with non-categorical thinking, or an aversion to 
chaos itself, the technology does not, and is as such not 
inherently prawn to categorisation. For example, a gen-
erative algorithm (e.g. generative adversarial network 
(GAN)) is able to generate an almost infinite number of 
images that fall between two categories (Pieters & Wier-
ing, 2018). ‘Latent space’, a 2D representation of a mul-
tidimensional space, allows its users to explore this in-
finite space of elements that are all related to each other. 

1 ‘AI bias is the underlying prejudice in data that’s used to create AI algorithms, which can ultimately result in discrimination and other social conse-
quences’ (Shin, 2021b).
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Nearby things are hereby more closely related than dis-
tant ones. As Philipp Schmitt (Schmitt, 2019) describes his 
experience with this open space: ‘Right here, I am king. 
Subtract the vector for man, add woman and I become 
queen. Somewhere else, I am Madrid. Subtract Spain, 
add France, and I become Paris’. Even classification al-
gorithms do not really show clear decisions for one or 
the other category, but rather probabilities that always 
express a certain ambiguity (Braak, 2021). Similar are 
generative language algorithms that are based on prob-
ability distribution, i.e. words and sentences are sampled 
according to their probability arising in the training data 
set, thus never expressing a categorical certainty (unde-
fined [Computerphile], 2019). 

Concluding that categories and biases are human, not 
technological tendencies, even the best algorithm perpet-
uates bias, if not trained on non-human data. The solution 
proposed by engineers is simple in idea: better technol-
ogies. As a result, we lack discourse on ‘AI ethics such 
as care, equity welfare, or ecological networks’ (Hagen-
dorff, 2019), and consideration of ‘alternative alignments 
in design between humans and nonhumans’ (Coulton & 
Lindley, 2019; Giaccardi, 2020) as reviewed by (Nicenboim 
et al., 2020). 
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How can we translate concern-
ing AI behaviour into a useful 
design material? This chapter 
introduces the idea of reflexive 
interaction as an alternative 
human-AI collaboration that 
can help surface and dismantle 
current norms and roles. The 
context of designing for child 
toys is introduced, based on the 
understanding that the norma-
tive gender representation in 
toys has to be addressed.

36

Positioned within the emerging space of addressing equity, 
inclusion and diversity in and through AI, this thesis pro-
poses a reflexive approach to human-AI interaction. The 
key component in bias mitigation is hereby the process 
of reflection. AI is seen in a assisting and reactive, rather 
than proactive and normative position. The fact that AI can 
present collective ideas and stereotypes has a potentially 
valuable role to play in designing, exposing designers to 
viewpoints beyond the typical range of their experienc-
es and knowledge as well as surfacing assumptions and 
collective imaginings that otherwise remain hidden. Ad-
ditionally, understanding AI as a probability based tool, 
uncertainties can help exploring spaces beyond and be-
tween existing categories. By surprising and confronting, 
the AI becomes an assistant for the designer, helping in 
surfacing and dismantling internalised and hidden con-
structs of society. The work in progress definition for re-
flexive AI interactions– as it will be re-defined throughout 
this work– is: ‘a form of human-machine collaboration, 
where the AI is responsible for triggering and assisting 
the designer’s process of identifying and challenging bias 
and collective imaginings, rather than actively proposing 
the ideal solution itself.’

By introducing AI as a trigger for reflection, the goal of 
this project is to train more reflective design practition-

ers, who can in turn better identify and challenge bias and 
collective imaginings. The reflexive proposal uses tech-
nological limitations like exacerbation of the structures 
of power, mental images and stereotypes, as design ma-
terial, and combines them with the AI’s ability in repre-
senting the ambiguous spaces between categories –the 
‘in-between’– as well as uncertainty, thus proposing an 
alternative perspective in the discussion about biases and 
the processes counteracting them. 

Reflection hereby takes a key role in the proposed ‘reflex-
ive interactions’. Designers work in specific contexts, with 
certain materials, and in a particular medium and lan-
guage (Schön, 1984). In the process of making physical-
ly embodied thoughts, ideas, values, etc., consequences 
other than those intended can occur. Reflection is thereby 
a critical element, already familiar to designers. By re-
flecting, the designer steps into conversation with these 
unintended elements, and reshapes the situation, gaining 
new appreciation and understanding. ‘In a good process 
of design, this conversation with the situation is reflective’ 
(Schön, 1984).

The designer considers not only the current choice but 
also a tree of subsequent choices that it leads to, each 
of which has a different meaning in relation to the sys-

03.1. PROPOSING REFLEXIVE INTERACTIONS: A NEW APPROACH
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Figure 5 - the reflexive human-machine interaction

tem of implications set up by earlier moves. This is known 
as reflecting-in-action on the situation created by the 
designer‘s own previous design moves. As a result, the 
design practitioner also conducts research (Schön, 1984). 
Only then situations can be fully understood, generalised 
and adequately applied under different circumstances. As 
the designer frames a challenging scenario, the design-
er ‘does not keep means and ends separate‘, but defines 
them simultaneously (Schön, 1984). Thus, knowledge can 
only exist in connection to the one perceiving and em-
ploying it, rather than independently (Epstein, 1999). Stud-
ies comparing designerly ways of working with more 
science-like approaches came to similar conclusions. 
Whereas the scientist adopts a problem-focused strategy, 
the designer learns about the nature of the problem in a 
reflexive ‘trying out’ kind of process (Cross, 2006). While 
such an iterative and reflexive problem-solving approach 
partially stems from a ‘learning through observation and 
doing’ approach, the ill-defined, nonlinear and unstruc-
tured nature of design problems (Rittel & Webber, 1973) 
simply requires a more iterative approach.

Studies with medical professionals and physicians 
furthermore show that only with a certain level of 
self-awareness and self-knowledge, as it is the result of 
self-reflection and mindfulness, a practitioner is able to 

understand, communicate and express their core values 
(Epstein, 1999). Practitioners with a high capacity for such 
critical self-reflection in all aspects of their practice are 
shown to be more present with the user, better at solving 
problems, eliciting and transmitting information, making 
more evidence-based decisions, and defining their own 
values (Westberg & Jason, 1994).

The growth of self-identity, self-awareness, and personal 
agency are all significantly impacted by the changing re-
lationship between oneself and one‘s work (Billett, 2010). 
The process of knowing how to learn and accepting one‘s 
key role in their own learning are thereby both facilitated 
by reflection (Brockbank & McGrill, 1998). A worker‘s abil-
ity to contribute to their role at work and the development 
of their long-term career goals are improved by working 
toward being a reflective practitioner (Schön, 1984), (Hey-
ler, 2015).

This project argues that interactions with machines are 
essentially reflexive in nature. They represent a mirror 
held in front of us. Lacan (Jacques Lacan (Stanford Ency-
clopedia of Philosophy), 2018) describes mirroring— the 
looking at yourself through a reflexive shiny surface– as 
not just a visible physical phenomenon alone. Moreso, he 
sees in a mirror an ‘image’ of oneself, a ‘conveyed sense 
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Figure 6 - AI assisting in exploring the ‘in-between’ social roles and categories

of how one “appears” from other perspectives’ (Jacques 
Lacan (Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy), 2018). Re-
cent work in design research, ‘the mutant in the mirror’ 
(Turtle, 2022), has proven that an AI is capable of such 
mirroring. Others described their interaction with an AI 
like the following: ’Where I was trying to find an ‘objective’ 
speaker in [the AI], I ended up with the most subjective 
speaker of all. The circular interpretation between [the 
AI’s] output and my interpretations resulted in nihilism 
(Why am Idoing this and when does it end?) only because 
the communication ended in a return-route towards my-
self’ (Van der Burg, n.d.). Utilising and expanding this re-
flexive nature, this work argues that we can use AI in new 
ways, by focusing on the AI’s abilities that visualise spac-
es between categories, rather than using it to exacerbate 
our social constructs.

Stepping into conversation with machines, furthermore 
points to a new essential role of reflection. ‘Behaviour 
by people and/or machines that is not guided or script-
ed in advance by designers and analysts, but emerg-
es through discussion, experimentation, adaptations, 
and workarounds in groups or communities of practice. 
Emergent behaviour in relation to business processes 
and activities may occur even when the details of user 
interfaces are highly engineered’ (Alter, 2010). Emergence 

occurs from the dynamic interaction between different or-
ganisms in an environment and can’t be inferred from ob-
serving the isolated behaviour of an individual organism 
in that environment. Emergence, as a natural result of hu-
man-machine interaction thus calls for ‘reflection-in-ac-
tion’. Newly emerged properties have to be evaluated and 
taken into account, in order to allow human-machine in-
teraction to live up to its full potential (Ghajargar et al., 
2018). 

However, emergence remains challenging. New process-
es are required in order to allow better judgement of what 
emergent properties to integrate and which to eliminate. 
Methods like research through design, with its flexibili-
ty in adjusting to surprising events, can provide a way of 
approaching the design for human-machine symbiosis 
(Stappers & Giaccardi, 2017). 
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Despite the critical role of reflection in the design process, 
one has to be aware that ‘reflecting’ is usually associated 
with ‘looking back’ and examining the past (Heyler, 2015). 
Whilst this can lead to an understanding about past mis-
takes and how to avoid them, it also carries the chances 
of repeating and perpetuating those flaws and mistakes 
that have already been naturalised and forgotten. Reflex-
ive collaborations with machines are furthermore limited. 
Although often of great value, interaction properties can 
emerge, that can’t be accounted for upfront:

The reflexive or generative approach furthermore re-
quires a data-rethinking, modelling data that can repre-
sent or trigger1 desired futures, rather than perpetuating 
outdated pasts. Figure 7 visualises this shift. Curating and 
generating those desired data also poses new challenges 
that have yet to be discovered.

1 Triggering the desired future can also require the conscious incorpo-
ration of past data. Unlike in the normative approach, this is done only 
intentionally.
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The problem and solution with regard to categories can be 
well illustrated and clarified using the example of gender. 
Unlike biological distinctions (‘sex’), differences in gen-
der (how someone internally identifies with social gender 
constructs, regardless their biological sex) are shaped by 
society (Butler, 1986). In almost all societies the idea that 
gender can be divided into two separate categories that 
are opposed to each other dominates: the masculine and 
the feminine. This claim may seem absurd to someone 
who is conflicted about their own gender; to such a per-
son, it may seem preposterous that one‘s gender is estab-
lished by the interpretation of others (Green, 2004). Not 
only can such binary distinction increase inner conflict 
for those who do not feel norm conform, they also form 
the basis for structural and social inequalities (Ravanera, 
2020; How Dismantling the Gender Binary Can Help Erad-
icate Inequality, 2021). The gender binary can also drive 
analysts to perceive things via binary lenses when they 
would be better understood in other ways since it is a 
core ideological construct (Eckert, 2014).

Despite these primarily binary thought structures, it is 
also true in the area of   gender that reality is clearly more 
plural and diverse. In her famous work ‘The second Sex‘ 
(Beauvoir et al., 2011), Beauviour also poses the question 
of what the ‚female‘ actually represents. Of course the an-
swer to this question is as unclear as it is immutable.

Since Simone de Beauvoir described her idea of the wom-
an as the second sex (Beauvoir et al., 2011), socially creat-
ed vulnerability of women and non-binary people moved 
forward into the digital age, founding themselves perpet-
uated in modern data science (Beauvoir et al., 2011; Perez, 
2021; D’Ignazio & Klein, 2020). The depiction of gender 
relations in advertising subtly and often unintentionally 
reflects and colours our understanding of cultural values, 
belief systems and social norms (Cortese, 2015; undefined 
[Filmanalyse], 2022). Modern media such as Instagram 
further disseminate these gender ideals (Sofia P. Caldeira 
et al., 2018), thus increasing the pressure on individuals 
to conform to the generally accepted categories of ‘male‘ 
- assertiveness, short hair and patriarchal roles - and ‘fe-
male‘ -e.g. grace, long hair and matriarchal roles.

Looking at the formation of individual identity, the fact 
that identity reflects the power relations that are part of 
the social practices of inclusion and exclusion, makes the 
formation of gender identity a great subject to the per-
petuation of norms and values in a society (Paasi, 2000). 
Toys have evolved into ‘cultural signifiers’ (Almeida, 2017) 
that symbolise contemporary society norms and values 
because of their positioning within prevalent narratives 
and stereotypes of interaction and how they get contex-
tually configured in usage. These early socio-cultural ex-
periences, that accumulate over time, perpetuate existing 
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gender norms and influence the formation of cognitive 
abilities and motivation of children (Wang & Degol, 2016). 

Not until very recently, toy companies started searching 
for new narratives that somehow reflect new social real-
ities. Attempts witnessed reach from new strong female 
disney heroes to Barbie advertisements presenting new 
female futures (Almeida, 2017; undefined [Barbie], 2015). 
More artsy approaches try to exaggerate current social 
norms in toys, already by using AI (AI Toys, n.d.-b). How-
ever, envisioning a new generation of child toys remains a 
challenge, since toys tend to reveal a great deal about the 
conceptions and representations of a culture where up to 
now, binary stereotypical gender ideas remain dominant 
(Almeida, 2017). A speculative approach seems needed, 
that can help envisioning toy futures beyond the tradition-
al binary of masculine and feminine narratives.

Queer futures propose such a speculative tool. Opposing 
the idea of binary gender, ‘queerness’ refers to the neces-
sarily ‘indeterminate, ambiguous and always in relation, 
denoting flexible spaces for the expression of all aspects 
of non, anti, contra, straight, cultural production and re-
ception’ (Turtle, 2022). Since queer is the non-normative, 
it is per definition always in the future, a ‘basic desire to 
live otherwise’ (Muñoz, 2019). ‘Queer futurity, is less about 
expanding a range of choices (liberal freedom) than it is 

about transforming the kinds of beings we desire to be 
while embracing the [..] multitudes and entangled life-
worlds that make up the pluriverse [...]’(Turtle, 2022).
 
In pairing up with the AI, the idea is to get intentionally lost 
in ambiguity, in order to re-define what the ‘masculine’ 
and the ‘feminine’ or the in-between and beyond means to 
me as an individual. Re-framing those categories through 
those new and surprising worlds AI can offer, I want to 
integrate uncertainty and ambiguity in the artefacts I am 
designing, keeping the social implications and affordances 
deliberately low, in order to open up the categories not 
just for myself, but for the children and parents engaging 
with those artefacts as well. Uncertainty thus becomes a 
powerful tool to redefine our collective imaginings, rather 
than a weakness (Preciado, 2021). As Turtle states (Turtle, 
2022) ‘In this way, queerness is just as much about play-
ing with the kinds of beings we desire to be as much as it 
is about offering a critique of the cultural, sociotechnical 
systems that shape our becoming with AI’. This makes a 
queering AI a tool to challenge our collective imaginings, 
and re-imagine what things can and have to be.
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A combination of research ap-
proaches and design research 
methodologies is chosen ac-
cording to the projects layout. 
This chapter introduces the 
research through design ap-
proach, combine with spec-
ulative design elements and 
introspective design research. 
Limitations of this research 
framework are discussed and 
additional methods presented.

48

To form my own interaction design research approach 
within the HCI research, I combine the research through 
design approach with an intersection of creative AI tools, 
introspection and speculative design methods (see Figure 
9). Addressing the limitations of introspective research 
through design, additional generative research and user 
testing was applied when needed.

Research and Design or science and practice, were long 
seen as two distinct categories. However, as traditional 
scientific research is found to be unable to capture and 
address the projective, imaginary, and uncertain spaces 
design practice and research deal with (Prochner & Go-
din, 2022), design activities and artefacts are now beco-
ming more and more accepted bodies of generating and 
communicating knowledge (Stappers & Giaccardi, 2017; 
Edelson, 2002). Research through design (RtD) is defined 
by Gaver (Gaver, 2012) as design practise applied to con-
texts selected for their theoretical and topical potential, 
with the resulting designs seen as embodying designer‘s 
judgments about appropriate approaches to address the 
possibilities and issues implicit in such contexts. Reflec-
tion on these results enables the articulation of a variety 
of topical, procedural, pragmatic, and conceptual insights.

Design Research, when it occurs through the practice of 
design itself, is a way to ask larger questions beyond the 
limited scope of a particular design problem (Zimmer-
man, 2003). Thus I decided to use research through de-
sign as my overarching approach for this project. As a 
parallel and retrospective process of reflection upon my 
design and its outcomes, research through design all-
ows me to explore the emergent reflexive interactions 
between the designer and the AI (Edelson, 2002). This is 
also a common technique in Human Computer Interaction 
(HCI), which deals with the abstract issues brought on by 
the challenges of giving shape to the novel possibilities 
and complexity made possible by information technology 
(Stappers & Giaccardi, 2017).

Donald Schön describes the internal processes of acqui-
ring design knowledge as a conversation with the materi-
als of a situation (Schön, 1984). Running a set of local ex-
periments, in which the designer builds representations 
of their ideas, they can shape the situation in accordance 
to unintended changes (Schön, 1984). As each local expe-
riment explores implications of ideas, it contributes to the 
global experiment of understanding the problem and si-
tuation at hand (Schön, 1984). Integrating those principles 
in my research, I will set up a series of small exploratory 
experiments that, confronting me with an often unexpec-

04.1. RESEARCH THROUGH DESIGN APPROACH
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ted reality, will help me to form new understanding and 
ideas in a co-evolutionary hands-on approach. 

By creating situated artefacts, in my case the queer toys, 
the research process opens up to new opportunities, lea-
ving room for unexpected events to be considered in the 
design (Schön, 1984; Stappers & Giaccardi, 2017): ‘In eva-
luating the performance and effect of the artefact situated 
in the world, design researchers can both discover unan-
ticipated effects and provide a template for bridging the 
general aspects of the theory to a specific problem space, 
context of use, and set of target users. [...] the designer(s) 
will have struggled with opportunities and constraints, 
with implications of theoretical goals/constructs, and the 
confrontation between these and the empirical realities in 
the world’ (Rosson, 2017). 

While the artefact itself, and the testing of it, also plays an 
important role in this knowledge development, my focus 
will be on the designer-AI collaboration that brings the 

toy to life. The future design practices of designers and AI 
will thus be shaped in an evolutionary manner, by testing 
and trying out. 

Through allowing unintended consequences to be utilised 
as design material, rather than having to deal with the 
unintended as an afterthought, gaining knowledge and 
understanding through creating artefacts can also help to 
account for the emergence1 in human-machine practices 
(Stappers & Giaccardi, 2017; Van Alstyne & Logan, 2007). 
Additionally, creating research artefacts enables acade-
mics to tackle challenging or ‘wicked’ issues and assess 
the potential human impact of emerging technology (Zim-
merman & Forlizzi, 2008).

Despite its benefits, research through design also poses 
some challenges. Recent work explored such challenges 
in discussion with both research through design resear-
chers and practitioners (Boon et al., 2020). As research 
through design is still being further developed, a current 

1 The process of a higher level of structure emerging from the combination and interaction of lower level components, exposing novel behaviours or 
traits unrelated to the lower level components, is known as ‘emergence’ (Van Alstyne & Logan, 2007).
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challenge remains the documentation of research. As 
Kenneth Agnew said (Kenneth, 1993) research through 
design is ‘hindered by the lack of any fundamental docu-
mentation of the design process which produced them. 
Too often, at best, the only evidence is the object itself, 
and even that evidence is surprisingly ephemeral. Where 
a good sample of the original product can still be found, 
it often proves to be enigmatic.’ To avoid this lack of do-
cumentation, my project is setup in an introspective way 
(as will be described in detail under ‘Introspection’), whe-
re every step along the way is stored and annotated on 
MIRO1.

Furthermore, large parts of design study is based on a 
learning-by-doing and learning-through-observation 
approach (Schön, 1984; Wong & Radcliffe, 2000; Mareis, 
2012). Thus large parts of the knowledge on which design 
is based remains tacit (Wong & Radcliffe, 2000; Mareis, 
2012). Tacit knowledge however, cannot be communicated 
via words (Wong & Radcliffe, 2000; Mareis, 2012). While 

tacit knowledge could be made conscious, it usually re-
mains hidden (Wong & Radcliffe, 2000; Mareis, 2012). This 
first-order information, or the subjective insights and un-
derstandings relevant to specific circumstances, is the 
experience knowledge acquired from engaging in design 
activities. This information may be conveyed and repre-
sented in certain ways, as through written accounts. Ho-
wever, the nature of these representations, which might 
be regarded as second-order knowledge, is fundamen-
tally different (Höök et al., 2015). Research through de-
sign thus struggles with the challenge of how to articulate 
the gained designerly knowledge so it can be shared and 
scrutinised (Höök et al., 2015). This also entails the chal-
lenge of abstracting such tacit and situated knowledge 
in order to generalise it. A key skill and problem in any 
research is connecting the general and the specific, the 
abstract and the real (Stappers & Giaccardi, 2017).

Some argue that the artefacts generated in design and 
design research are itself the carrier of knowledge (Stap-

1 Miro is an online collaboration platform, also allowing large amounts of image, text and web data to be visually stored and structured.

pers & Giaccardi, 2017). In order to explain, authenticate, 
and constitute the design information obtained through 
research through design, some people suggest inter-
mediate kinds of knowledge - knowledge between the 
tangible and the abstract (Stappers & Giaccardi, 2017; 
Höök et al., 2015). Such intermediate forms of knowledge 
can be annotated portfolios (Löwgren, 2013), conceptual 
constructs, experimental qualities and bridging concepts 
(Höök & Löwgren, 2012). Rather than being an instance of 
the abstract notion conveyed by the language, the physi-
cal objects shown in these texts might be understood as 
annotations to them (Gaver & Bowers 2012; Stappers & 
Giaccardi, 2017). Despite this, the field still has difficulty 
communicating information and ideas related to aesthe-
tics, design expertise, designerly knowledge, politics, mo-
rals, and other intangible important elements in design 
practice (Höök et al., 2015).

While such annotated objects might generally serve as a 
sufficient means to communicate the acquired knowled-
ge, the artefact in my projects are only representations of 
different forms of practice. As the creation of the artefact 
is thus of much more relevance, the artefact itself cannot 
present the entirety of knowledge that will be gained. As 
proposed by Höök (Höök et al., 2015), neighbouring disci-
plines like architecture can assist us in finding new ways 

of communicating such research through design know-
ledge. In architecture, the starting point when teaching is 
often an individual artefact: look at this particular buil-
ding; it is in a typical Bauhaus style. This is then followed 
by a discussion on qualities, aesthetics, and functions—in 
other words, design criticism (Höök et al., 2015). Similarly, 
my artefacts (child toys) will thus only serve as discus-
sion starters, being carried further by a speculative nar-
rative that helps criticise current practices and illustrate 
alternative ones (more details under ‘speculative design’). 

The following will present the productive overlap of spe-
culative design, introspection and creative AI and how 
they relate to my research through design approach, as 
well as to my project in the broader sense. Despite being 
described here as separate methods, they already inter-
sect with one another.
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Introspection is defined as ‘an ongoing process of track-
ing, experiencing, and reflecting on one’s own thoughts, 
mental images, feelings, sensations, and behaviours‘ (Xue 
& Desmet, 2019), used to describe and interpret artefacts, 
situations, experiences, beliefs and practices (Adams et 
al., 2017). Introspection builds on the understanding that 
‘many of the facts we come to know through ordinary 
sense perception are facts about objects we do not per-
ceive’ (Dretske, 1994). Meaning, that we are always able 
to relate and combine previously learned with the new 
materials of a situation: ‘one [...] listents for the sound of a 
timer to learn when the cake in the oven is done’ (Dretske, 
1994). Personal experience is furthermore infused by col-
lective imaginates like expectations and cultural norms 
(Adams et al., 2017). As such Introspection, an instance 
of displaced perception, leads to better self-understan-
ding in terms of values, experiences, as well as personal 
weaknesses, biases and fixations (Xue & Desmet, 2019; 
Xue, 2022; Dretske, 1994) and helps identify and interroga-
te with the intersections of the self and the many (Adams 
et al., 2017; Xue, 2022). Such critical reflexive practices are 
furthermore found to help to recognise the researcher‘s 
role in the production of knowledge, which can in turn 
be a necessary means to conduct responsible research 
(Bettany & Woodruffe-Burton, 2009).

Introspection often happens in an automatic way, and was 
thus often doubted criticised as ‘lacking objectivity and 
therefore being unscientific’ (Xue & Desmet, 2019). Howe-
ver, it became apparent that describing and researching 
humans as merely rational and predictable, is not suffi-
cient for experience design research (Xue & Desmet, 2019; 
Fulton, 2003).

Not only does this method provide tools for reflection and 
self-understanding, thus assisting in both explicit-ma-
king of internal knowledge and generalisation of such 
(Xue & Desmet, 2019). It also helps in properly documen-
ting my project, by enforcing a structured reflection (Xue 
& Desmet, 2019). Introspection can thus serve as a great 
support structure for my umbrella research through de-
sign approach.

This research is interested in knowledge hidden under the 
surface of consciousness and expressibility, making stan-
dard user-research very difficult. Introspection can help, 
by providing guidance in self-researching my experiences 
with the AI (Xue, 2022). It poses an interesting method for 
designing with AI in a reflexive manner, as it surfaces in-
ternalised values, norms and the relations between one-
self and the many. I am myself part of the target group, 
thus the discrepancy between my own thoughts and emo-
tions and the experiences of the hypothetical user can be 

04.2. INTROSPECTION

considered small (Xue, 2022). 
However, introspective research comes with limitations 
such as the difficulty in generalising knowledge. As Blythe 
(2014) describes: ‘Some people like this or that prototype 
but others do not like it at all. Such findings are inconclu-
sive because the researchers do not seek to generalise.’ 

Introspection could furthermore prohibit research through 
design attempts in generating mid-level knowledge, such 
as annotated portfolios. As such portfolios are ‘typically 
being annotated in several different ways’ and by several 
different researchers, to ‘reflect different purposes and 
interests’ (Bouwers, 2012). On the contrary, researcher 
introspection, in which the researcher acts as the only 
introspector, uses only their own relevant feelings, sen-
sations, memories, ideas, or imaginations as the basis for 
analysis (Wallendorf & Brucks, 1993).

Speculative design is interested in possible futures. Re-
shaping our values, beliefs, attitudes, and behaviour in 
speculative and desired futures, can help understanding 
and transforming the present. Futures form a tool to aid 
imaginative thought and start a conversation (Dunne & 
Raby, 213). ‘Dreams [...] can also inspire us to imagine 
that things could be radically different than they are to-
day, and then believe we can progress toward that ima-
ginary world’ (Duncombe, 2007). Design fiction can take 
the shape of narratives, short stories and films, but it can 
also come in the form of objects and prototypes (Blythe, 
2014). Similarly to science fiction, it is about the ideas and 
thought experiments, as Stanislav Lem illustrates in his 
work Imaginary Magnitudes (Lem, 1973) that uses intro-
ductions and prefaces, instead of fully written books, as 
a way of playing with ideas. Haraway draws heavily from 
science fiction and uses storytelling—as well as feminist 
theories—to describe other realities (Haraway, 2016).

As reviewed by (Søndergaard & Hansen, 2018) designing 
the world or narrative around a future technology is also 
a technique used in design fiction to explore possible 
conflicts of future technologies (Bleeke, 2009; Lindley & 
Coulton, 2016; Tanenbaum, 2014). Design fiction explicitly 
condemns the seeking of ‘solutions’ and problem solving 
technologies (Blythe et al., 2016). Instead, speculative de-

04.3. SPECULATIVE DESIGN
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sign enables a designer and its audience to see the poten-
tial implications of adopting future technologies like AI, 
and critically reconsider them (Lindley et al., 2017; Nicen-
boim et al. 2020; Dourish & Bell, 2009). Fictional scenari-
os are also used to ‘act out’ non-human agents, in order 
to investigate the impact of AI in everyday life, surfacing 
the technologies implicit interrelations with its surroun-
dings (Nicenboim et al. 2020). Fiction can serve as a lens 
through which controversy, criticism and conflict can be 
explored, pointing out what is typically unsaid in the im-
plicit social and political context of a design and forcing 
us to deal with questions of ethics and consequences ari-
sing in a world with a certain technology (Søndergaard & 
Hansen, 2018; Blythe, 2014). As reviewed by Blythe (Blyt-
he, 2014) such, speculative design is of great interest for 
HCI (Sterling, 2009; Bleecker, 2009; Markussen, & Knutz, 
2013). The future becomes a lens through which we may 
view ourselves and our society as it acts as a projection 
of the problems and conflicts of the present (Søndergaard 
& Hansen, 2018).

Whilst in my case the AI is asked to provide the ambiguous 
vision of toys, speculative design can create the narrative 
that gives voice to those alternative imaginings. Specula-
tive design further allows me to explore alternative prac-
tices, without seeking solutions, rather critically consider 
the present paternalistic approaches in HCI. Speculative 

design accomplishes two unique goals: it allows me to 
see the future design practices and it critiques current 
practices like designing for child toys.

Processes concerning reflexive interactions with AI are 
furthermore abstract and intangible. A speculative narra-
tive, provocative yet relatable, can assist me in communi-
cating my ideas and most importantly, to start discussing, 
disagreeing, and forming common ground, understanding 
and ideas with others.

Not only will this fictional narrative help illustrate, 
annotate the practices and artefacts, it can furthermore 
be used to communicate my research knowledge to other 
disciplines. In combination with an academic paper for in-
stance, it will encourage action and reflection, and inspire 
further design work (Höök et al., 2015). 

While the intersection of research through design, specu-
lative design and introspection shows to be very suitable 
for this project, it does not come without limitations like 
problems in generalising knowledge due to researcher 
introspection and contextualised research. Addressing 
those limitations, I am integrating snippets from other 
known design and research practices. To name them:

user testing:
Integrating users, in this case other designers, in the de-
sign process, can help generalise knowledge. Observing 
the reactions, emotions and discussing the opinions and 
experiences of others, can open new perspectives and 
help relate the own experiences as an introspector, to the 
bigger picture. The integration of others in the process 
can happen in multiple ways. For this project, interviews, 
workshops and observations are planned.

generative research:
Studying biases can be a challenge. Rooted in our beliefs, 
values, interests, etc., they are abstract qualities that 
people can’t or are not used to talking about (Sanders & 
Stappers, 2013). Due to their tacit nature, biases are thus 
often easier to observe in peoples‘ doing, then they are 
expressible by the person itself (Wong & Radcliffe, 2000). 
Based on this understanding I decided to expand my in-
trospective research with generative design research 

methods, tools and techniques, helping me to surface bia-
ses in designerly doing. The generative design research 
approach brings ‘people we serve through design directly 
into the design process in order to ensure that we can 
meet their needs and dreams for the future’ (Sanders & 
Stappers, 2013). I furthermore tend to use the creations 
of these sessions as data for my later experiments. The 
generative research approach hereby offers a set of met-
hods and tools to help access knowledge below the sur-
face of awareness and explicitness (see Figure 9). ‘First, 
it prepares people for the generative session by getting 
them to remember and reflect upon their day. Second, it 
provides the foundation for layering through the levels of 
knowledge’ (Sanders & Stappers, 2013).

04.4. ADDRESSING THE FRAMEWORK‘S LIMITATIONS
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In addition to the literature 
research, as well as the fol-
lowing introspective research 
through design, an early stage 
analysis through practitioner 
and generative research was 
conducted. Expanding on the 
understanding gained in early 
readings, this short analysis 
phase helped in gaining a more 
holistic overview over the cur-
rent practices and state of bias 
in the general design problem. 
Current technological tools and 
their impact on reflection were 
explored and tested.

60

In order to better understand the symbiosis of designer 
and AI, this graduation project is carried out in collabo-
ration with oio.studio (Öiø / Studio, n.d.). Oio describes 
themselves as a ‘creative studio made of designers, tech-
nologists and bots working on future products and inter-
actions’ (Öiø / Studio, n.d.). The following examples of De-
signer-AI collaborations are discussed and analysed in 
order to better understand the challenges and limitations 
of human-machine symbiosis in design.

The descriptions of human-robot or designer-’Robi’ (as 
oio‘s AI is called) interactions are abstracted and analy-
sed in terms of their relationship and interaction cycles, 
as well as their incorporation in the design process.

I chose two ways of depicting the practice we discussed, 
in order to depict all the nuance expressed in the inter-
view. Both graphics refer to the same process, yet ref-
lecting and highlighting different aspects of it. In order to 
visualise the relationship between human and non-human 
entities I chose an entity-relationship notation (Bozzon, 
2021) (Figure 11). Interaction cycle and integration in the 
design process on the other hand are represented in a 
simplified graphic (Figure12). 

 

Figure 11 - entity relationship representation of designer-
AI relations at oio.studio

An entity-relationship (E-R) model is the most common 
conceptual data model. It provides a series of constructs 
capable of describing the data, entities and relationships 
in a mini world (like the studio practices at oio). It is using 
graphical formalisms and is thus easy to understand. An 
entity is hereby defined as a class of objects (e.g. things, 
faces, designers). Each entity can have different instances 
that represent the entity. Multiple instances of the entity 
designer could be for instance, interaction-designer, gra-
phic designer, etc.. A relationship is the logical link bet-
ween two or more entities. Those relationships can have 
structural constraints. The cardinality for instance descri-
bes the maximum and minimum number of relationship 
instances in which an entity instance can participate. A 
participation furthermore be optional (single line) or man-
datory (double line). All those elements can be found in 
Figure 11 (E-R model as introduced to by Bozzon, 2021)

As illustrated in both Figures 11 + 12, neither human nor 
robot performs standalone, but form a co-dependency, 
where the designer still remains in charge of both, gras-
ping the problem, and forming the solution. Rebaudengo 
sees most productivity by combining the abilities of hu-

05.1. INTERVIEW WITH OIO.STUDIO
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man and machine: ‘[computer algorithms] are fast and po-
werful, but if [the human] plays together with a computer, 
basically using the computer for prediction and proces-
sing, and the human to make the decision, then actually it 
is way more unbeatable then the human or the computer 
itself.’ The traditional ideation process, as being perfor-
med only by the designer, is no longer existing. Human 
and non-human entities rather form a new joint practice, 
where artefacts in form of data, text and image prompts 
are being passed from one to the other in an iterative and 
turn-taking manner (Figure 12). Rebaudengo (2022) emp-
hasises the importance of human information processing: 
‘You can generate images with Midjourney, you can gene-
rate products, but the question is what did you [as the 
human designer] choose, how did you choose, how did you 
make it’. The AI, as trained on a vast amount of data, is 
thereby able to inspire ‘what you did not previously imagi-
ne’ and can sometimes offer ‘another point of few on your 
idea’ (Fioravanti, 2022). Fioranti (2022) even describes 
that emotional relationships between human and non-
human can evolve: ‘When someone asks Robi to write a 
poem, this generates some kind of emotional relationship 
with it [...]’. Over time, the AI is being more and more in-
tegrated in the design processes and ‘now part of our life’.

Such a practice is hereby not simply planned upfront, but 
evolves through iterations of experiments and trial and 
error (Fioravanti & Rebaudengo, 2022). This exploratory 
approach is necessary due to aforementioned emergent 
properties which are difficult to design for, and that arise 
from the interplay of different elements. They also high-
light the differences between the scientist and the prac-
titioner. While the scientist asks ‘to have a perfect mo-
del, and if there is any bias, you have to fight it, because 
you try to do something replicable and scientific’ but as a 
practitioner, starting to design with AI ‘you need to create 
biases to progress with your project, [...], like some form 
of alchemy where you need to put data and try to figu-
re out what happens’. Only after many iterations of ‘trial 
and error will you find a way [of establishing a productive 
workflow]’. Marta Fioravanti also indicates the challenge 
of bias in algorithms. Instead of avoiding them, she rather 
aims to incorporate them in the process.

Aiming to have a look at how biassed designers tend to 
think in the context of child toy design, I designed a toolkit 
for a generative design research session. As such this 
activity falls outside of the general research framework. 
However, I decided that generative design poses a great 
method to gain a deeper understanding of the context 
specific difficulties. 

The session consisted of collage making, trying to learn 
about underlying associations designers have with cer-
tain elements of their design process ( idk. colours, ste-
reotypes in research,...). I created a set of words and im-
ages for participants to choose from, when creating their 
collages. In order for the participant to begin by selecting 
familiar stimuli that immediately connect to the region of 
experience, some triggers are chosen to be unambiguous. 
People may feel more at ease throughout the creative 
process as a result (Sanders & Stappers, 2013). Examples 
of less ambiguous triggers are shown in Figure 13.

Other triggers in a toolkit are intended to be ambiguous, 
allowing them to invoke a variety of associations and be-
ing picked for a variety of reasons. This offers two ben-
efits: First, because the trigger is vague, the person is 
allowed to interpret it in light of his or her own experi-
ences. Second, the ambiguity of the trigger allows them 

to explain their interpretation of it and considerations for 
picking it when they exhibit their collage or map to others 
(Sanders & Stappers, 2013). Examples of ambiguous trig-
gers are shown in Figure 14.

The participants were given 2 out of 3 different scenarios. 
One of the three scenarios was obviously gendered with 
the potential for strong associations and biases to be ex-
posed. Participants were hereby asked to put themselves 
into the mindset of a fashion label designer, creating the 
new summer dress for young girls. The second scenario 
was deliberately phrased less openly gendered, though 
still evoking high potential for strong gendered associ-
ations. Participants were asked to design the next Lego 
mind-storm robot. In both of these two scenarios the 
target group was not assumed. The third scenario was 
explicitly asking for a gender neutral adventure game 
design. The goal was to think of the main character that 
would master the adventure.

At this stage of the project, the generative session was 
used to explore biases in the front-end of the design pro-
cess, more specifically the framing of target group and 
design criteria. Participants were hereby first asked to 
create a mood board through images or text, representing 
their target group/user. The images and text used for the 

05.2. GENERATIVE DESIGN SESSIONS
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Figure 13 - sample of less ambiguous image and word trigger
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representation of the target group are deliberately less 
ambiguous (see Figure 12). Secondly they had to create 
another mood board representing qualities of their design 
by choosing from either ambiguous text or ambiguous im-
ages (see Figure 13).

They first created mood boards for the gendered scenar-
ios, afterwards for the gender-neutral task. After the se-
lection of images or text, representing the target groups 
and design qualities of their imagination, participants 
were asked to classify the images or words into ‘feminine’, 
‘masculine’ or ‘neutral’. Participants were encouraged to 
make fast decisions and classify intuitively. Although told 
that these classifications will not be judged, some partic-
ipants stayed mostly neutral, avoiding the binary decision 
making. Thus in a second round all the images and words 
that were classified as ‘neutral’ had to be put in the cate-
gory of either ‘feminine’ or ‘masculine’.

In total 4 students participated in a session. All sessions 
were done separately, and only participants were chosen 
that were not aware of the goal of my thesis. Two partici-
pants were asked to use images for their collages and two 
were given words. Two of the participants were female, 
two male. One man and one woman each worked on sce-
nario 1 and 2, all worked on scenario 3. The time was kept 

short to encourage the automatic system to make the de-
cision. For the less ambiguous trigger 1min was given, for 
the ambiguous trigger 3min. The amount of triggers was 
appropriately adjusted given the time, so that participants 
had enough time to scan the images and words.

In Figure 15 one example of the entire work flow is pro-
vided. All the results can be found in Appendix A. In the 
following a few key insights will be presented.

The mood boards for task one showed strong stereotyp-
ically associations. Participant A for instance, described 
the target group for the next lego mind storm robot 
through images of science, tools and technology. In the 
description of the choice of images the participant even 
explicitly said that the target group was intended to be 
male. While expressing this, the participant became 
aware that although a male target group was not asked 
for, it was never a conscious decision for a male target 
group or against a female one. The participant described 
the choice as made intuitively.

Although specifically asked to design for girls, the mood 
board done by a participant imagining a new summer 
dress, also showed strong signs of gender stereotypical 
associations. Even more interesting were the results of 

the gender neutral task each participant had to perform. 
One participant especially, showed strong difficulties in 
describing and imagining the target group and design 
qualities in a non-gender related way. Each decision was 
argued for in terms of its gender neutralness, instead of 
describing gender qualities like ‘curiosity’, ‘high energy’, 
etc.. 

When comparing the images and words people used to 
describe their gender neutral target group it was shown 
that all three participants had a tendency to use rather 
male words and terms to describe their target group and 
design. None showed an equal amount of male and female 
objects in their mood boards.

When comparing the gender classifications of the two 
participants working with images, they showed a huge 
overlap in the less ambiguous trigger set. Only four out 
of 26 images were classified differently. The more am-
biguous images were found to be only half categorised 
similarly. The reasoning behind the choice of images and 
words also differed. In the classification of ambiguous 
triggers, art and architecture were classified most differ-
ently by participants. One was thereby basing the decision 
more on colour, the other more on shape. Some described 
personal experiences that influenced their decision, oth-

ers seem to be based more on cultural stereotypes. Par-
ticipants of all scenarios showed a similar ease in classi-
fying their triggers.

Due to the small sample size no quantitative results 
could be gathered. Comparisons were made carefully and 
not generalised. Although participants were assigned to 
tasks in a mixed gender way, the amount of participants 
does not allow for comparisons between the performance 
of participants of different genders.The sessions showed 
that designers have unconscious associations in terms of 
gender. In the description of their choices, a male par-
ticipant mentioned that he perceived the task as difficult, 
because he was never a girl. 
Similar can probably be said for the other participants as 
well. Although of the same gender, childhood is for most 
designers distant and difficult to re-imaging without fol-
lowing gender stereotypes.

In the classification exercise participants showed dis-
comfort in sorting elements in binary categories. This 
discomfort is interesting and is potentially interesting for 
sparking reflective processes. It was interesting to see 
that conceptualising child-products without any notion of 
gender at all was very difficult for the participants. These 
tests were focusing on the early stage of the design pro-
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cess. It was shown that participants at this stage did in-
deed show strong signs of stereotypical thinking, espe-
cially in relation to children as the target group. 

However, to identify the ideal point of intervention, similar 
sessions need to be performed, challenging associations 
at later stages of the design process. A follow-up session 
focusing on the ideation part of the design process is thus 
planned. 

In a series of small experiments, I explored different off-
the-shelf AI tools and ways to curate their input data and 
interpret their output data. The goal was to gain a better 
understanding of ways in which AI can confront and trig-
ger reflection, while expanding my knowledge and skill in 
collaborating with AI. No design context was provided yet 
in these experiments.

The algorithms varied in terms of input-output data, and 
data processing. The aim was to play around with a large 
variety of algorithms.

05.3.1. Exploration 1: Visualising bias through text-to-im-
age algorithms

While language models are able to look at biases beyond 
their visual representations, their outcome usually re-
mains in written format. Designers‘ solutions have been 
seen to be influenced by the type of stimulus, the rela-
tionship the designer draws between the stimulus and the 
problem, and even the stimulus‘s recentness (Gonçalves 
et al., 2012). Designers favour visual stimuli because they 
find it simpler to draw connections between a source and 
goal notion (Gonçalves et al., 2014). These stimuli include 
shapes, textures, and gestalts that designers can recog-
nise, memorise, abstract, and recall (Goldschmidt, 2015). 

05.3. TECHNOLOGY EXPLORATIONS
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Figure 16 - Diffusion Models Schema (O‘Connor, 2022)
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However, generative adversarial networks which are able 
to generate eerily realistic images, can usually only learn 
from visual information as well, narrowing the spectrum 
of bias to aesthetics.

Algorithms like Dall-e (DALL·E 2, 2022), Midjourney (Mid-
journey, n.d.) or Stable Diffusion (Mostaque, 2022b) pro-
vide a perfect combination of text generators and GAN’s, 
as they translate text prompts into images (Figure 16). 
Pre-trained on millions of stock images, those algorithms 
called diffusion models, use language models like GPT3 
that are trained to generate images from text prompts 
by learning from text-image data pairs. Diffusion models 
carry out two separate tasks in succession. They try to 
reconstruct photographs after they have deconstructed 
them. Programmers provide the model with real visuals 
that have human-assigned interpretations, such as a dog, 
an oil painting, a banana, the sky, a 1960s couch, etc. They 
are diffused, or moved, by the model through a long series 
of sequential actions. Each stage in the diffusion process 
adds random noise in the form of scattershot, meaning-
less pixels to the picture that was given to it by the step 
before, then passes it on to the one after. When this is 
done repeatedly, the original image eventually turns into 
static and its original meaning disappears. (Fedor Indutny 
, n.d.) 

Using Dall-E mini (DALL·E Mini by craiyon.com on Hugging 
Face, n.d.) for some of those explorations, the website it-
self informed me about the problem of bias: ‘While the 
capabilities of image generation models are impressive, 
they may also reinforce or exacerbate societal biases. 
While the extent and nature of the biases of the DALL·E 
mini model have yet to be fully documented, given the fact 
that the model was trained on unfiltered data from the 
Internet, it may generate images that contain stereotypes 
against minority groups’. 

Utilising this idea of bias, I used the algorithm to challenge 
my own bias by comparing my mental images associated 
with words with the AI’s generations. Despite my initial 
idea of words as rather neutral constructs, the results of 
my dall-e explorations revealed that words heavily affect 
my way of internally visualising and conceptualising gen-
der (Figure 17 + 18). The examples in Figure 17 + 18 show 
how closely our mental images regarding gender are 
linked to words like ‘strong’, ‘sexy’. My explorations re-
vealed a bias linking more active and technology related 
words like ‘strong’ or ‘science’ to male figures, while more 
passive related words to feminine figures. As shown, im-
age-generating AI very easily picks up on the prejudices 
and toxicities ingrained in the millions of web-sourced 
images used to train them.

Figure 17, AI image generation based on in-
put ‘A photo of a strong person’, generated 

with Dalle 2 (DALL·E 2, 2022)

Figure 18, AI image generation based on 
input ‘A photo of a sexy person’, generated 

with Stable Diffusion (Mostaque, 2022b)
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Figure 19, AI image generation based on participants design descripti-
ons, generated with Dalle mini

‘Trustworthy individual‘

However such generated images are often ambiguous, 
leading to the projection of my own gender bias in the 
interpretation of the algorithm‘s output. Despite this being 
potentially problematic for an easy to use bias visualis-
ation tool, it poses great potential when my own gender 
expectations don’t meet the generated ones. Integrated 
in a more reflexive approach, such clashes of expecta-
tion might become useful means to raise personal bias 
awareness.

In a small workshop (stepping outside of introspective re-
search to compare my own experience with observations) 
I built on this idea of visualising bias, by having other de-
signers use textual descriptions of their designs as input 
text prompts for Dall-e mini (Figure 19). I asked them to 
compare their internal ideas of what those words rep-
resent with the images they received from the algorithm 
to explore potential discrepancies between the designers 
intentions and reality. All results can be found in Appendix 
B.

Despite a lot of perceived similarity between the internal 
and the generated imagery related to words used to de-
scribe the designer‘s creations, a few observations were 
made. The interaction seemed to generally trigger some 
internal reflection. One designer pointed out confusion, 

when receiving AI imagery that depicted the opposite then 
the expected gender when asking for a ‘trustworthy indi-
vidual’. This gap between the expected and the received 
was taken as main learning from this exploration.
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Figure 20 - cGAN Schema
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05.3.2. Exploration 2: Using cGAN’s to break with gender 
stereotypes

Starting my exploration with image-to-image algorithms, 
I wanted to use a cGAN to create the similar irritation ob-
served in the previous exploration, when the designer re-
ceived an AI image that was depicting the opposite of the 
expected.

‘GANs rely on a generator that learns to generate new 
images, and a discriminator that learns to distinguish 
synthetic images from real images. In cGANs, a conditio-
nal setting is applied, meaning that both the generator and 
discriminator are conditioned on some sort of auxiliary 
information (such as class labels or data) from other mo-
dalities. As a result, the ideal model can learn multi-mo-
dal mapping from inputs to outputs by being fed with diffe-
rent contextual information’ (Using Figment With PIX2PIX 
| Figment, n.d.) (Figure 20). Trained on those image-pairs 
like illustrated in Figure 21, the algorithm is for instance 
used to colour old black and white movies and images.

Based on this understanding of cGANs, I prepared a set 
of data that could potentially break with our preconceived 
ideas about gender roles and stereotypes. As illustrated 
in Figure 22, the idea is to replace stereotypical character 

or gender characteristic features like colour, with oppo-
sing ideas and images. As such, our own gender biases 
and internalised categories like male and female can be 
made obvious, confronting us with the alternatives we 
were not expecting. However, due to the complexity and 
need of powerful computing, I was not able to test this 
idea.
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Figure 21 - examples of training data for cGANs (Using Figment With 
PIX2PIX | Figment, n.d.)

Figure 22- data explorations creating a clash of expectations
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05.3.3. Exploration 3: the latent space

In my third exploration, I used a SyleGAN to imagine 
spaces between the masculine and the feminine. A Sty-
leGAN, like the one of RunwayML (Runway, n.d.) I used, 
is a type of generative adversarial network. In addition to 
producing stunningly photorealistic, high-quality images 
of faces, the resultant model also provides control over 
the style of the created picture at various degrees of de-
tail by adjusting the style vectors and noise (Brownlee, 
2019) (Figure 23).

A styleGAN poses two interesting abilities I wanted to test 
in my exploration: 1) the latent space, 2) the latent walk. 
While latent space usually described the hidden and non-
observable space of a neural network, RunwayML1 found 
a way of visualising the multi-hundred dimensions of this 
space in a 2D plane (unfortunately I couldn’t find any in-
formation on how that works exactly). It is a space filled 
with points. The beauty of this space is that the generative 
model learns to map these points to output images. All 
images are related, but the closer they sit next to each 
other in the latent space, the more similarity can be found 
in the images. A latent walk is simply a series of images 
that show a transition between two or more generated 
images, that you can choose upfront.

For my idea of visualising the in-between spaces, I trai-
ned a StyleGan, that was pre-trained on thousands of 
images of cars, on a dataset I created out of images of 
gender stereotypical toys. After the first training batch of 
4 hours, I was then able to explore the images the algo-
rithm generates in the latent space. Scanning through this 
infinite space, I was searching for images that I did not 
perceive as particularly masculine or feminine (example 
Figure 24). 
Those could potentially serve as study material or ins-
piration for developing own designs that challenge cur-
rent stereotypes. It was furthermore the experience of 
exploring this infinite space between images that made 
me realise how unrealistic the concept of categorising is. 
The training was not yet perfect, however, I was able to 
still define elements in the images as either masculine or 
feminine or neither (example Figure 25).

In the next step I searched the generated images for 
especially good representations of my ideas of femininity 
and masculinity (example Figure 26). Those I used as the 
ends of the spectrum I created through interpolating bet-
ween them (through the latent walk). The resulting video 
served again as inspiration to imagine spaces between 
the binary, and as great visualisation of the absurdity of 
categories.

1 Runway ML is a free software making Machine Learning accessible to artists and creatives (Runway, n.d.).

Figure 23 - StyleGAN Schema
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Figure 24 - searching the latent space for ambiguous images

Figure 25 - from left to right, two gender ambiguous images, two feminine perceived 
images, tow masculine perceived images, all from latent space

Figure 26 - series of images, morphing from masculine to feminine through latent walk

femininemasculine
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05.3.4. Exploration 4: the De-calssifier

The idea of my last exploration was to capture uncon-
scious associations in my perception by encoding them 
into data, that I feed a classification model. This experi-
ment was done with the open source tool teachable ma-
chine (Teachable Machine, n.d.). 

Classification algorithms use a method called ‘transfer 
learning’. Teachable Machine uses a pre-trained neural 
network, and the categories added by the user are ef-
fectively the final layer or step training of that network 
(Teachable Machine, n.d.). A software learns from the da-
taset or observations provided and then classifies addi-
tional observations into various classes or groupings in 
classification (Classification Algorithm in Machine Learn-
ing - Javatpoint, n.d.)(Figure 27). 

I started this small exploration by classifying random ob-
jects in my environment into the binary categories of ei-
ther feminine or masculine (Figure 28). I was surprised by 
the ease of classifying images of all levels of abstraction 
into the binary categories of maculine and feminine. None-
theless, I am not able to give an explanation for perceiv-
ing some images as masculine and others as feminine. 
I also experienced the binary categories as challenging. 
Although being able to classify anything in ‘male’ or ‘fe-
male’, I noticed how this way of looking at things made me 
blind to many nuances in-between those two categories. 
I experienced the first step of classifying my images and 

creating my dataset as an important sensitising activity 
that already started to make me aware of the existence of 
bias in my thinking.

In the next step I used a teachable machine to train a clas-
sifier on my dataset. I had to make sure to include images 
of my camera background in both categories, and to keep 
my fingers out of the images to not confuse the results. I 
furthermore made sure to have an almost equal amount 
of images per category. With the new individual gender 
bias lens I created, I started testing a bunch of different 
objects from my environment to see what category they 
would fall into. I also started testing my own designs to 
see which category they would be assigned to.

Some of the classifications were surprising (Figure 29). 
Curious to find out why the classifier was thinking ‘knit-
ting is male‘, I started to investigate the images in my male 
category. I found at least 3 images that illustrated tools of 
some kind, that if taken out of their context of use, did ac-
tually show quite some similarity with the knitting sticks.

The testing was also very helpful to gain a deeper under-
standing of my unconscious associations. I learned that 
my gender bias manifests itself a lot in colour associa-
tions. Whereas a lot of the black objects were classified 
as masculine, most of the more richly coloured objects 
were seen as feminine. The same object could thereby be 
identified as two different categories depending on which 
side of the object was facing the camera. 

Figure 27 - Classification Model Schema
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Figure 28 - encoding my gender bias in the 
training data

E X A M P L E S  O F  „ M A L E “  D A T A

E X A M P L E S  O F  „ F E M A L E “  D A T A

Figure 29 - surprising findings

femalefemale

male male

‘male‘
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Based on the gender-classifier experiment, I designed a 
workshop that was held as part of the ‘Punk Bots, Radi-
cal Designers!’ workshop at Thingscon 2022 (ThingsCon 
2022 – ThingsCon, n.d.). As such it forms one of the few 
activities that were considerably performed outside of the 
introspective research frame. This workshop therefore 
allowed me to expand on my introspective experiences 
with the classification algorithm, and observe how other 
designers, also in groups, react to those potentially con-
fronting interactions.

The aim of Thingscon 2022 was raising questions and dis-
cussions about the fluid state of IoT, interaction in an in-
creasingly networked world, and inspire new frontiers and 
experiences with technologies like Web3, the metaverse, 
and digital twins (ThingsCon 2022 – ThingsCon, n.d.). The 
workshop more generally dealt with problems of diver-
sity, equity and inclusion in the design for embodied AI. 
The aim was to raise awareness and implement critical 
reflection in the design process. The workshop was given 
together with dr. Cristina Zaga, dr. Maria Luce Lupetti & 
DEI4AI collective (Diversity, Equity and Inclusion for Em-
bodied AI, n.d.).

My part of the workshop was about 45 min long and di-
vided into 5 steps. We had 13 participants, some of which 
were already familiar with AI-tools, others completely 

new to the field. First participants were asked to use im-
ages in magazines to create a set of 5 cards that repre-
sents their identity, interests and/or personality (Figure 
30).

In the next step participants had to look for google im-
ages, and classify them into the binary category of either 
masculine or feminine. Participants were given the choice 
to pair up or work alone. The classified selections of im-
ages can be found in Appendix C.

Next teachable machine was trained on the earlier gen-
erated data. In the following participants were then ex-
ploring the model by presenting different images to the 
classifier (Figure 31). After the first round of explorations 
participants were then encouraged to test their identity 
cards on their model. In a next step they were then asked 
to walk around the other groups in order to see if other 
participants‘ classifiers and ‘biases’ differed from their 
own.

Participants showed great engagement in the activities. 
Everyone paired up with other people, without any en-
couragement necessary. Participants were discussing 
biases together without any difficulties. The classification 
algorithm seemed to provide a safe space for everyone 
to openly, and potentially detached from oneself, discuss 

05.4. WORKSHOP AT THINGSCON

Figure 30, the making of identity cards at thingscon

Figure 31, participants classifying trainings data and testing/discussing the outcome
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Figure 32 - garden classes and classification results

‘ M A L E ’  G A R D E N S ‘ F E M A L E ’  G A R D E N S

biases. One group, investigating gardens, was especially 
surprised about the existence of gender associations in 
something as neutrally perceived as gardens (Figure 32).

All participants used the classification to investigate what 
elements in their data were defining the gender in their 
associations. For the ‘garden’ group, colour played less 
of a role than the ‘messiness’ of the objects in a frame. 
Other groups were really surprised when testing images 
that were classified opposite to the expected. This clash 
of expectation also sparked an investigation in the data, 
as well as discussions among other groups at the table. 
Some groups were able to find explanations for their clas-
sifications others did not. 

In the follow up discussion with the whole group, a par-
ticipant expressed some kind of discomfort with the ‘nar-
rowness’ of the binary classification. Further discussions 
about biases arose when participants started testing their 
identity cards at other people‘s classifiers. The results of 
the different classifiers differed sometimes. Groups with 
less number of people seemed to find it easier to classify 
images in masculine or feminine, in groups with more than 
2 participants the decision making took longer and more 
objects were identified as not fitting any given category. 
The question arose on what to do after these tasks were 

completed and how to integrate the findings into the indi-
vidual design process. My answer to this question can be 
found in the chapter ‘Design Experiments’.
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Through what means can we 
trigger reflection? This chapter 
synthesizes the findings from 
literature and early explora-
tions and translates them into 
four tactics.

94

‘How do we make sure that we can make room for de-
signing and developing while being mindful of the biases, 
stereotypes and values we have about gender? How do we 
integrate these reflections in our processes rather than 
confining them as an afterthought? What practical actions 
can we take in our daily practices to integrate diversity, 
equity, and inclusion into the design process itself?’ (Di-
versity, Equity and Inclusion for Embodied AI, n.d.)

Asking myself and experts those questions, I identified 4 
potential design directions that can create ambiguity and 
help the designer to become aware of the existence of bias 
in their own ‘object worlds’ (Bucciarelli, 1994) by reflec-
ting. The design goals are furthermore illustrated through 
metaphors (Zijlstra & Daalhuizen, 2020). Integrated in the 
design process they can become potentially productive for 
critiquing and changing the existing common and contro-
versial norms and provide tangible resources for practi-
sing diversity, equity, and inclusion in design. 

Instead of using AI as a direct and explicit intervention - 
precisely identifying and communicating the flaws in ones 
subjectivity and associations-I intend to use the non-hu-
man counterpart as an instance of confrontation, irrita-
tion, provocation and surprise, visualising common and 
controversial norms, to be challenged and reflected upon 
by the designer itself.

The here described tactics can act as starting points and 
interaction guidlines for the design experiments. They 
don‘t exculde each other, neither does an interaction re-
quire all four to spark ambiguity and reflection.
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‘Professionals can learn to articulate their personal 
knowledge by observing their own actions’ (Epstein, 1999). 
Auto-confrontation hereby refers to this process of con-
fronting someone with the traces of their own doing.

Designing auto-confrontational experiences is already a 
common and important practice in wearable technology. It 
is argued that this methodology and approach could also 
become beneficial in other design and research process-
es (Martelaro & Ju, 2018). Such an auto-confrontation is 
not only a trigger for reflective processes, but can also 
enable users to ‘recall and reflect on more than is record-
ed in the data, providing critical insight for further design 
and development.’(Martelaro & Ju, 2018)

This mental process is also referred to as ‘hyper-recall’, 
a moment of ‘remembering’ in more details than just the 
initially present ones (Expertinterview Foster, 2022). Such 

auto-confrontation is furthermore practised as a means 
to trigger internal reflection. Clinicians who become 
aware of the blind spots of tacit knowledge for instance, 
gain insight into the influence of the observer, for exam-
ple, when they review their own videotaped patient visits 
(Epstein, 1999).

Such a confrontation and its effect can be described by the 
metaphor of an astronaut looking down to earth. By look-
ing at the entirety of humanity‘s traces on earth, he is sud-
denly able to experience the fragility and vulnerability of 
our world. This moment of confrontation might then lead 
to a change in behaviour or at least a reflection on such.

06.1. AUTO-CONFRONTATION I also see a lot that I 
don‘t like. A burning 

jungle, melting glaciers, 
lakes that used to be much 

larger. Fragile like a 
soap bubble. Shortly after 
arriving on the ISS, every 
astronaut becomes the „most 

intensive environmental 
ambassador one could wish 

for.

Figure 33- auto-confrontation metaphor
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A change in perspective in order to free the mind of its own 
biases and assumptions about the world is not a new idea. 
In her essay ‘A Cyborg Manifesto: Science, Technology, and 
Socialist-Feminism in the Late Twentieth Century’ Donna 
Haraway creates a cyborg lens to challenge essentialist/
biological concepts of gender and our traditional concepts 
of identity (Haraway, 1991).

By introducing the cyborg metaphor she breaks down 
distinctions between machine vs. organic, human vs. ani-
mal, natural vs. technological and social reality vs. fiction 
(Haraway, 1991). It is the shift in perspective through the 
means of a metaphor that can hereby allow critical reflec-
tion without constraints of common norms and expecta-
tions. Seeing yourself and the world around you through 
the eyes of someone or something else can free the mind 
from its blind spots.

For my metaphor I chose the concept of ‘thought-exper-
iment’. Illustrated on the right you will find the ‘brain in a 
tank’ experiment. Philosophers use this metaphor to free 
their mind from existing norms in order to freely evaluate 
questions like ‘is life an illusion?’ (Schweizer Radio und 
Fernsehen (SRF), n.d.). Creating a different reality thereby 
helps to shift perspectives.

06.2. SHIFT IN PERSPECTIVE

Figure 34 - Shift in perspective metaphor “the brain in a tank” (Schweizer Radio und Fernsehen (SRF), n.d.)
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Often reflection is prompted by a critical incident involving 
an error, a difficult situation, or an unexpected result of 
one’s actions (Epstein, 1999). One form of creating error 
can hereby be a staged clash in expectation. This can be 
achieved, either by breaking with already existing conven-
tions and expectations or by creating new expectations 
first, that are then destroyed on purpose.

The moment this expectation collapses creates a discom-
fort that will force the designer to think and reflect con-
sciously. It can be seen as interruption of habits and well-
known practices. Such moments of error are experienced 
regularly, and are furthermore not a new instrument in 
the field of human-machine interaction.

Martijntje Smits for instance describes the usefulness of 
the ‘uncanny valley’ as a way of stimulating human be-
haviour and skill by sparking a moment of reflection (Fig-

ure 31). It is often those moments she argues, where new 
ideas are discovered. According to Martijntje (2020) those 
moments where you expect one thing, and get another, 
almost always evolve around new technologies. This idea 
also relates to Schön‘s reflective conversation with the 
materials of a design situation (Schön, 1984).

06.3. CLASH OF EXPECTATIONS
One might say that the prosthetic 

hand has achieved a degree of 
resem-blance to the human form, 
perhapson par with false teeth. 
However, oncewe realize that the 

hand that lookedreal at first sight 
is actually artificial,we experience 
an eerie sensation. Forexample, we 
could be startled during ahandshake 
by its limp boneless griptogether 
with its texture and coldness.When 
this happens, we lose our senseof 

affinity, and the hand becomes 
uncanny. [49]

Figure 35 - clash of expectation metaphor “humanoid prosthetics (Mori et al., 2012)
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As dedicated the title of this project, another form of er-
ror that can spark reflection is the creation of ‘Monsters’. 
Mary Douglas shapes the word ‘Monster’ as a creation of 
two excluding categories that can not be put back in place 
(Douglas, 2002). Just naturally we structure the world 
around us in categories, as a way of simplifying its com-
plexity. Those categories thereby always remain a mod-
el of reality, and can never truly capture reality as such. 
It is therefore not surprising that we are now and then 
presented with situations that puzzle us. Moments where 
we are not able to assign a known category to things or 
people. 

Not all of these clashes of categories have to be ‘Monsters’. 
Sand in the living room for instance, is such a situation of 
irritation, because neither sand belongs in the category of 
living room nor the other way around. It can nonetheless 
be easily resolved by, for instance, putting the sand back 

in the garden. However, moments of irritation and clashes 
of categories can also occur, without the possibility to re-
solve other than re-framing the set of categories.

It is such a moment of reflection, sparked by the wish 
to escape the unpleasant moment of irritation, that can 
break up a too narrow view on the world. My metaphor 
picks up on the examples given by Mary Douglas (Douglas, 
2002) and illustrates the ‘ready made’ as conceptualised 
by Marcel Duchamp (Just a Moment. . ., n.d.). By combining 
exclusionary elements he created ‘Monsters’.

06.4. CREATING MONSTERS

Figure 36 - clash of categories metaphor Duchamp‘s ‘readymades’ (MoMa, n.d.)
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Answering the question of how 
the speculative body of this 
project is developed, this chap-
ter introduces the first gender 
fluid child toy company as re-
sponse to the problematic rep-
resentation of gender stereo-
types in toys.

104

As stated at the beginning of this report, toys, books, and 
educational resources for kids frequently carry stereo-
type-based gender associations (Raj & Ekstrand, 2022). 
According to research (Pomerleau et al., 1990), males and 
girls encounter significantly different surroundings very 
early on in their development. The results showed that 
boys were more likely to receive tools, big and small cars, 
and athletic equipment. Girls had access to more dolls, 
fictional characters, kids‘ furniture, and interactive toys. 
They wore pink and colourful apparel more frequently, 
and they had more pink jewellery and pacifiers. Boys wore 
more blue, red, and white clothing than girls did. There 
were more blue pacifiers available. It is anticipated that 
these diverse surroundings would affect how children ac-
quire certain skills and preferred activities. (Pomerleau et 
al., 1990)

Because of their location within prevailing interaction 
narratives and stereotypes as well as how they get con-
textually configured in use, toys have grown into ‘cultural 
signifiers’ (Almeida, 2017) that represent norms and val-
ues of contemporary society. These early sociocultur-
al experiences compound over time, maintaining gender 
stereotypes and affecting children‘s motivation and cogni-
tive development (Wang & Degol, 2016).

Understanding the responsibility for design that comes 
with the understanding of toys as cultural signifiers and 
answering the question of how the fictional character of 
my work is conceptualised, I created a speculative vision: 
‘The first genderfluid child toy company’.

This vision serves as a tool for presenting queer future 
AI-design practices, but also as a critique of current gen-
der stereotypes in the design of children‘s toys. The aim is 
to integrate others into the discussion about alternative 
ways of human-machine interaction for a fairer society. 
Despite the fact that the company itself might never exist, 
nor the toys it creates, it can still serve as mental support 
in envisioning the not yet existing - the queer, non-nor-
mative future.

In order to build such a productive narrative, a targeted 
bridge to the perception and experience of the audience 
must be created, a speculative vision that informs the use 
of technology, aesthetics, behaviour, interaction and func-
tion of the design artefacts (Auger, 2013). The challenge 
is to find a connection to the audience’s perception that 
presents itself as plausible, while being slightly contro-
versial and provocative in order to not assimilate into the 
normative and thus remain unnoticed (Auger, 2013). The 
audience will not relate to the plan if the vision veers too 

07.1. SPECULATIVE DESIGN AS RESPONSE TO TOYS AS CULTURAL SIGNIFIER
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Figure 37 - testing of speculative vision in engineering context

far into the future to portray unrealistic notions or alien 
technological environments, which will lead to a lack of 
engagement or connection (Auger, 2013). The design solu-
tion is complex and paradoxical; it is familiar while yet be-
ing provocative. This contradictory human response that 
evokes a sense of familiarity while still being strange was 
dubbed ‘uncanny’  by Sigmund Freud (1990). Whilst keep-
ing this balance poses a great challenge, when achieved 
responses to the design concept tend to be both meaning-
ful and strong (Auger, 2013).

My fictional company can serve such a controversial and 
norm-critiquing purpose by bringing in the notion of the 
‘first genderfluid toys’ – implying that current toys are 
rather stereotypical. Furthermore does the concept of 
queerness pose some controversy itself, as many are 
still believing in the idea of binary gender. Toys present a 
familiar concept, yet queer or genderfluid toys are alien 
enough to raise attention. 

This speculative vision was furthermore tested in an en-
gineering context (IDETC conference poster sessions), 
where the concept of queer AI futures stood out in the 
context of otherwise rather traditional engineering work 
(Figure 37). The engineering audience was intrigued by 
the idea of reflexive AI for child toys. Aiming to target 

such current human-AI practitioners, the speculative vi-
sion thus tested to be successful in raising critice at cur-
rent practices, while leading the attention to an alterna-
tive future practice proposal.

07.2. INTRODUCING THE COMPANY

The following is meant as an introduction to the visual 
narrative of my speculative child toy company. Whereas 
the strategy of which was introduced in earlier chapters, 
this part is meant to highlight the designerly work that 
went into making this fictional narrative as immersive and 
relatable as possible. Such a strong immersive narrative 
is serving both communicational and creative purposes. 

Visually the company primarily presents itself via a web-
site, as common in the industry (Figure 38). The website 
provides information about the team, the mission, the 
design tactics and of course the product portfolio. Each 
product represents one of the experiments that will be 
described in the following part of this chapter. As such it 
provides an easy to grasp overview over the project in a 
compelling narrative, that helps visualising the purpose 
and procedure.
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Figure 38 - Welcome page of company website

check out the website

Figure 40 - the design team as presented on the website

Figure 39 - The company’s mission as presented on the website
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As core part of this project, this 
chapter illustrates the design 
experiments that explore new 
reflexive interactions between 
designer and AI in the context 
of gender fluid child toy design.
Three experiments are shown, 
that each explore different nu-
ances of reflexive interactions 
in context.

110

As discussed throughout this report, classification algo-
rithms represent the idea of AI as a categorical measure 
like no other algorithms. That made this kind of model 
especially interesting for presenting an alternative inter-
action with AI that helps designers re-frame their catego-
ries and create ambiguous objects.

The goal of this experiment was thus to design a queer 
toy, by using a classification algorithm. This experiment 
is based on one of the early explorations as described in 
Chapter 5. A more detailed description of the algorithm‘s 
functionality can also be found there. The idea is to use 
the procedure of data labelling to encode the designers 
gender related bias in the data. This individual perception 
of gender can then in turn be visualised in numbers of un-
certainty by the classification algorithm, leaving the de-
signer a trainable measure to mitigate against their bias.

As such this experiment is combining the tactics ‘au-
to-confrontation’, ‘shift in perspective’ and ‘clash of expe-
cations’.

This experiment furthermore integrates text-to-image al-
gorithms like MidJourney in order to create and analyse 
visual representations of the designers mental ideas. This 
part of the procedure is meant to create up-front inspira-
tion and early learnings on the individual gender percep-
tion of the designer.

I kicked-of the robo-doll experiment with a set of Mid-
Journey generated images on my toy idea for a robot-doll 
like toy. Input text prompts reached from ‘queer robot’, 
‘genderfluid toys’ over ‘wooden robot-doll’ (Figure 41).

08.1. PRACTICE A: THE ROBO-DOLL EXPERIMENT

Figure 41 - inspirational input from MidJourney 
as starting point
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Figure  42 - outcome of the first experiment

112 113
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I then selected the images that were the closest to my 
imagination of the toy. Spinning this AI input further, I ana-
lysed those images in more detail (Figure 43). I paid most 
attention to my own gender perception, which I then tried 
to understand. Visualising the images I had in my mind 
helped me identify better which design elements affect 
the gender as I perceive it.

Taking the just gained understanding about what elements 
affect gender perception into practice, I then started sket-
ching out some first ideas for the robo-doll (Figure 44). 
I paid attention to the proportions of the different body 
elements, as I found them to most effectively influence my 
perception of the toys gender. 

Figure 44 - First robo-doll sketched ideas

Figure 43 - analysis of Midjourney inspiration

undefinable yet 
reminding me of 
something I know

the natural 
remains plain, 
the color comes 
through the 
electronics

non-binary
details and 
dressing
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As a consequence of the sketching exercise, I was able 
to identify the head of the toys as a very crucial element 
for my personal perception of the toys gender. I thus went 
back in a second iteration to  Midjourney (Midjourney, n.d.) 
to generate more ‘gender neutral’ heads (Figure 45). This 
again allowed me to better test what visuals work well 
for my personal perception of gender, since I was capable 
of judging existing images in terms of gender rather than 
coming up with neutral ones myself.

I was then able to translate the gained knowledge about 
heads and gender into own design ideas as sketched in 
Figure 46.

After this first part of the process, where I gathered un-
derstanding and inspiration both through traditional sket-
ching and AI image generation, I pinpointed a few of the 
key design elements for my final design. 

I aimed for a good balance between black and wood text-
ures, the naturalness of the wood and the artificiality of 
the electronics, and of course a balance between the fe-
minine and the masculine. Based on this decision I crea-
ted a batch of three design ideas that I wanted to test with 
the classification algorithm.

Figure 46 - Ideation of heads for robo doll Figure 45 - Second iteration of Midjourney image generation studying gender perception of heads
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Figure 46 - Dataset of male and female objects for 
classification algorithm

However, to test those ideas I first needed to train my al-
gorithm. I carefully selected a collection of images ran-
ging from toys, to more ambiguous objects like art, food 
and tools (Figure 46). Once the selection of images was 
made, I started with the labelling process, in which I deci-
ded for every individual image whether I feel a more femi-
nine or more masculine tendency. I ended up with a binary 
dataset of male and female images.

After training those images through teachable machine1 I 
was then able to test my first batch of three ideas as sket-
ched before (Figure 47). Online algorithms like teachable-
machine or RunwayML are usually pre-trained, meaning 
they already run several hours of training on millions of 
image data. Which data were used to train an AI can be 
seen for instance with the webpage ‘Have I been trained?’ 
(Have I Been Trained?, n.d.).

This first testing (Figure 47) showed that a combination of 
a more masculine body with a more feminine head leads 
to the most ambiguous gender in comparison to the other 
two design options. However, a ratio of 34% masculinity 
and 66% femininity was not perfect yet. Aiming for a 50%-
50% ratio, to be as much in between the two genders, I 
decided to extend this sketch-testing and went for a se-
cond iteration round. The changes made in each design 
variation were kept low in order to allow a guided design 
evolution. Some iterations showed a lower ambiguity than 
the previous design. In these cases I went back a step and 
tried a different design variation.

masculinefeminine

1 Online algorithms like teachable-machine or RunwayML are usually pre-trained, meaning they already run several hours of training on millions of 
image data. Which data were used to train an AI can be seen for instance with the webpage ‘Have I been trained?’ (Have I Been Trained?, n.d.). Figure 47 - First classification test batch
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Having selected two sketches with promising ambiguity, 
I started with physical prototyping. To capture both three 
dimensionality and texture of the designs, I made a cli-
ckable prototype that allowed quick changing of different-
ly scaled and sized body parts like arms, legs and bodies. 
For that, I laser cutted several design variations, sanded 
and painted them (Figure 48 + 49). While some pieces 
could just be clicked in place, others were held together 
by magnets, also allowing rotation of arms and head.

The different variations of the body parts were then sys-
tematically tested in front of the camera (Figure 49 + 50). 
A modified test setup was needed, due to the sensibility 
of the classification algorithm to slight changes in angle 
and scale. While the order of testing body parts is expec-
ted to have an influence as well, I focused on testing one 
sequence of variations.

 48 - clickable prototype through laser cutting 

Figure 49 - prototyping different design variations
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34%

73%

99% 56%

99%

66%

27%

1% 44%

1%

Figure 50 - challenging physical design variations with initially trained classification algorithm

14% 39%

60% 10%

86% 61%

40% 90%
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After the first sequence of tests (Figure 50), additional 
data were needed. First tests showed that the original 
collection of images was not sufficient to cover the va-
riance in design I was trying to challenge. I thus selected 
additional image data in the categories of shape, texture 
and colour which I again classified in masculine and fe-
minine (Figure 51). 

With my re-trained classifier, I ran a second test on my 
prototype variations (Figure 52, following page). This time 
I was able to indeed capture the nuances in design and 
make conscious decisions towards more ambiguity in the 
combination of different design elements.

While the final results were not yet showing the level of 
ambiguity sought, the set up of the experiment allowed 
me to well identify the elements in my design that need 
improvement. As can be derived from Figure 52, the cape 
showed to be a less ambiguous feature than initially sug-
gested when testing the first sketches. This inconsistency 
can be grounded on either the re-training on additional 
data, or simply the additional dimensionality and text-
ure of the prototype compared to the sketch. However, it 
points to the fact that the integration of a cape in the de-
sign should be more carefully considered. 

As the testing furthermore suggested, more design ideas 
on the head are needed. Current ideas were not able to 
increase or simply keep the level of ambiguity. More ite-
rations of ideas were developed and tested as can be 
seen in Figure 53.

Finally the best combination of body parts as tested with 
the classification algorithm was prototyped and electro-
nic parts were added.

Figure 51 - additional training data being labelled
Figure 53 - more head design testings
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Figure 52 - challenging physical design variations with re-trained classification algorithm
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08.1.1. Reflection Practice A:

While the overall results generated by the AI could be 
used as measures for more conscious decision making, it 
was more the overall procedure and reflection in and on 
actions that seemed productive. Categorising the data for 
instance, revealed a level of biases in my own thoughts 
that I was previously unaware of. I was furthermore able 
to identify patterns in the categories of masculine and fe-
minine myself, like for instance the link between colour, 
shape and gender. Furthermore the classifier acted al-
most like a mirror, reflecting my own bias in concrete and 
tangible numbers, making decision making much easier.

However, the level of sensitivity of the algorithm made 
consistent testing difficult. While I believe that no gene-
ral consistency of the algorithm is needed, it has to stay 
persistent throughout the individual experiments. Slight 
changes in camera angle and position of the prototype ho-
wever seemed to strongly affect the classification as can 
be seen in Figure 55. A potential solution could be adding 
more data of the plane background to both ot the training 
categories or the construction of a simple test stand on 
which camera and prototype are held in the same place 
throughout the testing.

search visual 
representations 
of my mental 

imaginings of a 
robo-doll through 

AI

further explore 
those ideas in 

sketches

divide images into 
‘masculine’ and 

‘feminine’

use individual 
measure of gender 

perception to 
further iterate on 
my sketched ideas

use same model to 
fine-tune a physical 

prototype

Figure 54 - overview experiment with robo-doll
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Reflecting upon the interaction, I was furthermore asking 
myself, what the added value of the AI was in the process 
and if a classification exercise could have not created a 
similar impact. Of course such an impression would have 
to be further verified in a comparison study, however I 
experienced a change in confidence when making my de-
cisions based on the measures I created. 

However, those measures could easily be adjusted to 
better accommodate my vision of the design, leaving the 
question whether the tool steers me towards the right 
design, or if I steer the tool to generate the design I want. 
Such difficulties could be potentially avoided by carefully 
curating a batch of images, that includes texture, colour 
and other usual design elements, which are then just la-
belled depending on the context specific categories.

Critically looking at the overall productiveness of this re-
flexive interaction, I would thus argue that the classifica-
tion algorithm and the interaction exercises can be poten-

tially of value when aiming for a specific design outcome, 
such as gender ambiguity in toys. Following up on earli-
er tests and workshops with this algorithm, I could also 
see how seamless such a tool could be applied in specific 
design contexts. It furthermore leaves the freedom to be 
adapted to individual designers preferences and needs.

The classification measures, combined with the data cu-
ration exercise provide the important auto-confrontation’, 
‘clash of expectations’ and ‘shift in perspective’

The final evaluation of productivity will be evaluated in the 
chapters ‘Reflections’ and ‘Discussion and Conclusion’.

Figure 55- different classification outcome of same design in different camera positions
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While the aim in the previous experiment was to create 
an in-between of robot and doll, the second experiment 
sought to find the creature inhabiting the space between 
dinosaur and unicorn. Unlike in the previous testing how-
ever, a StyleGAN was used instead of a classification al-
gorithm. As such, this idea builds on the early exploration 
with latent space and latent walk as described in chapter 
5, where also the technical aspects are illustrated.

The idea tested in this experiment is to use a StyleGAN‘s 
ability in illustrating images as infinite and related ele-
ments in space, to explore the in-between categories and 
re-frame the collective imaginings of masculine and fem-
inine.

As such this experiment builds on the tactics ‘clash of ex-
pectations’, ‘shift in perspective’ and ‘creating monsters’.

I started with curating a dataset consisting of unicorn and 
dinosaur plush images (Figure 57). About 300-400 images 
were collected and trained in RunwayML as an unlabeled 
data batch on top of a StyleGAN that was pre-trained on 
bird illustrations (see Figure 58).

08.2. PRACTICE B: THE DINO-UNICORN EXPERIMENT

Figure 58- training plushs on birds with RunwayML

Figure 57 - training data

The first training took around 4 hours. The resulting 
images showed similarities with the training data, but 
were not yet identifiable as plushs (Figure 59, following 
page). However, I ran a few tests to also experience the 
interaction with more ambiguous trigger images. Whi-
le these tests were able to show interesting ambiguous 
creatures that I would have probably not pictured myself, 
they either seemed too ‘monster-like’ thus not feminine 
enough, or simply too distantly related to dinosaurs or 
unicorns and thus not really challenging (Figure 60). 

In a second iteration the same model was trained an ad-
ditional 3 hours on the same data, in order to improve the 
similarity between the training data and the AI genera-
ted images. The resulting quality of images was conside-
red high (Figure 61, following page). Further proceeding 
with the testing, the latent space was again scanned for 
images depicting the in-between creatures. Although re-
sults were perceived as slightly less surprising, compa-
red to the previous round of testing, the images were less 
ambiguous and easier to make sense of. Searching thus 
didn’t require a long time. By tweaking the latent space’s 
parameter, I could illustrate more or less similarity bet-
ween neighbouring images. 

Figure 60 - latent space exploration
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Figure 59 - first iteration results from latent space Figure 61 - latent space exploration results from second training batch
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Figure 62 - outcome of the first experiment

136 137
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Secondly, I used the latent walk function of RunwayML to 
interpolate between images of unicorns and dinosaurs. 
This helped me visualise the vast amount of images sit-
ting between the two categories (Figure 63).

Collecting a few images as inspiration material through 
both, latent space and latent walk, I created a mood board 
for my ideation. I then started sketching out a few of the 
gathered ideas in little doodles (Figure 64). I chose the 
design that I perceived as most in-between unicorn and 
dinosaur, yet somewhat familiar and relatable with the 
two categories.

With the chosen sketch as the starting point, I started 
preparing a layout for sewing the prototype. The choice 
of colours and fabrics was made consciously to underline 
the playing with categories. More dinosaur-like elements 
were kept in more feminine colours, while unicron ele-
ments were coloured in darker more blue-ish colours. 
Finally the different fabrics were cut out and sewed to-
gether (Figure 65). The result still captures my initially 
sketched idea well.

Figure 63 - interpolation between dinosaur and unicorn
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Figure 64 - sketching ideas based on inspiration gathered through latent space and latent walk Figure 65 - prototyping of unicorn-dinosaur plush
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08.2.1. Reflection Practice B:

Looking back at the experiment, I would again rate the overall experience higher 
in terms of productiveness, then just the images generated by the AI. As such, 
my observations and experience does not differ much from the early explora-
tions with the StyleGAN as described under ‘Early explorations’. The experience 
of searching an infinite space of all related images created new awareness about 
the absurdity of one’s categorical thinking. Thus, I found myself forced once more 
to question my own perception. 
While the first test iteration brought surprising and ambiguous ideas, they seemed 
too far away from anything the kids could relate to. I realised not having any re-
lation to known categories might not have the intended effect of bias awareness. 
Despite being more relatable though, the images generated by AI in the second, 
more refined round of training, did not bring the new surprising insight or idea 
anymore. As a trained designer, I could have easily imagined such a toy between 
dinosaur and unicorn without the AI. I was furthermore able to draw upon knowl-
edge about AI from my previous experiments, making the curation and collection 
of data, as well as the training process rather easy. However, it can be assumed 
that such knowledge is not given for any designer. Unlike the classification algo-
rithm which also allows untrained designers to quickly learn and adapt, StyleGAN 
training procedures are more complex and time intensive, making additional up-
front training potentially necessary for other people to use the tool the same way 
I did.
This experiment mostly builds on the tactic of ‘creating monsters’ and ‘clash of 
expectation’, by visualizing the confronting and surprising ‘in-between creatures’. 
More detailed reflection, under consideration of aspects like sustainability and 
ethics can be found in section ‘Reflections’.

create dataset 
of unicorn and 

dinosaur plushes

further develop 
ideas through 
sketching and 
prototyping

train StyleGAN and 
scan the latent 
space for in-

between creatures

interpolate 
between a unicorn 
and a dinosaur 
with latent walk

Figure 66 - overview work process experiment 2
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In the third experiment, I wanted to highlight the AI’s abil-
ity to mediate between different categories. As a proba-
bility based algorithms, many of the AI outcomes simply 
represent the average found in the training data. The idea 
was to diverge from an initial category of drill toys, to 
something drill-ish, yet gender neutral. Despite not en-
tirely based on a previous exploration, the technical de-
tails of a StyleGAN, are described in section 5. 

This experiments build on the tactics ‘creating monsters’, 
‘clash of expectation’ and ‘shift in perspective’.

I started by creating a primary dataset of drills. I then 
created a second data batch with images of hair dryers. 
The hairdryer was chosen as the feminine counterpart to 
drills, as they show high visual similarity, despite reflect-
ing the opposite gender role (Figure 67). 

The secondary dataset was slightly smaller than the pri-
mary one. Each however had to consist of hundreds of 
plane object images. To ease the process of data collec-
tion, I wrote a little program that helps me augment my 
data, by rotating, flipping and colouring the existing ones 
(Figure 68). This program allows me to generate clean 
data in sufficient amounts in short time and allows me 
for more control over my data compared to data scraping.

08.3. PRACTICE C: THE DRILL-HAIRDRYER EXPERIMENT

Figure 68 - programming data augmentation

primary 
dataset

secondary 
dataset

Figure 67 - data preparation for third experiment
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Figure 69 - outcome of third experiment

146 147
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Next, another StyleGAN from RunwayML was trained on 
the primary data in around 5 hours time. The outcome as 
can be seen in Figure 70 shows drills, similar to the ones 
in the primary dataset.

In order to diverge from this initial and traditional idea 
of a toy tool, I then robotonized the data by training my 
drill-pre-trained algorithm on my secondary data. Howe-
ver, this additional training round was kept as short as 
possible. Only another half an hour was trained with the 
hair dryer data. 

This resulted in artefacts that still remind of drills, howe-
ver they would make drilling impossible (Figure 71). The 
affordance of how to hold and use it remains, while the 
context of use feels uncertain. Such an artefact could be 
imagined as a meta-object, teaching and training certain 
motoskills, without suggesting a stereotypical context of 
use.

Figure 70  - original image generations based on only 
primary data Figure 71 - robotonized images based on primary and secondary data
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Expanding on the idea of confusing the drill with another 
category of objects, textures or features, I ran a second 
training round, where I trained images of vases as secon-
dary data on top of the drill-pre-trained algorithm. Vases, 
so the idea, do represent a lot of feminine characteristics 
like fragility, and passiveness, which are encoded in their 
visual appearance.
Vases have furthermore defined contours, other than 
simple fur or glitter textures. This makes training and 
readability of the outcome easier, as will be explained un-
der reflection.

The second robotonisation also showed high drill simila-
rity, while making its original function impossible (Figure 
72). However, the fragility and femininity of glass could not 
be illustrated. As such this small exploration was discar-
ded as productive for the overall idea of this experiment.

I ran a third test, this time using a deep style algorithm 
(Deep Dream Generator, n.d.)(Figure 73). This algorithm 
requires no long training, and only uses two images as 
input data. The first image hereby represents the base 
image, as similar to my primary datasets earlier, while 
the second one acts as a filter image, aka the seconda-
ry dataset. The secondary image however, is not simply 
mapped on top of the base image. The algorithm further-

more merges the features, while aiming to keep the base 
image’s key structure.

Figure 73 - robotonizing experiments with deep style 
algorithm Figure 72 - robotonizing with glass images as secondary data
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The resulting images as can be seen in Figure 73, turned 
out rather unsurprising. They still remind me very much 
of a drill, rather than some kind of meta object.

Also discarding the third exploration, I went back to my 
initial testing with the hairdryer, as it proved to be the 
most productive in terms of re-framing the idea of a toy 
tool. I thus started further developing my idea of a drill-
hairdryer by prototyping with different laser cutted pieces 
(Figure 74). Those explorations were then translated into 
a final prototype.

Figure 74 - prototyping different drill-hairdryer ideas
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08.3.1. Reflection Practice C:

This work flow, even more than the previous ones, required a bit of experimenting 
in order to acquire the knowledge needed to get the intended results. As Figure 73 
shows, not all of those experiments were as successful. Robotising data requires 
a careful selection of secondary data. If the images are for instance not showing 
an object with a defined shape, the initial shapes of the primary data do not sim-
ply get diffused, but rather entirely dissolved. However, if the primary data are 
presented with transparent backgrounds, their shape does not get transformed 
at all, leaving the simple impression of a filter rather than a re-imagined drill 
(Figure 76).

With this toy, as the first one with a more complex three dimensional shape, I fur-
thermore struggled with translating the AI inspiration into a physical 3D object. 
However, only a few prototyping attempts were needed in order to arrive at an 
ambiguous toy drill. This experiment reflects the tactic ‘creating monsters’ ‘shift in 
perspective’ as well as ‘clash of expectation’. Again this reflection will be followed 
up in the last chapters of this report.

create primary 
and secondary 

dataset
Figure 76 - difficulties in robotonizing with dissimilar secondary data

further develop 
ideas through 
sketching and 
prototyping

train StyleGAN on 
primary dataset

train same 
StyleGAN 

on smaller 
secondary data

Figure 75 - workflow overview for third experiment
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While each interaction differed, they all started with the 
carefully collecting training data and  ‘encoding of bias’ in 
the data. Not all off-the shelf AI models require additional 
training. However, the choice of algorithms that do need 
extra data and training was made consciously. This data 
curation exercise is not only creating awareness about 
the existence of bias in one‘s way of thinking, it further-
more informs the designer that bias will be passed to the 
AI. Something that is currently unavoidable, however not 
always clear for the user of artificial systems.

Despite being meaningful as design activity, the curation 
of data, as well as the training time required lot’s of time 
in all three scenarios. 

While the classification algorithm had a quicker response 
rate, all algorithms were able to respond to the designers 
data in one way or the other. This has the effect that the 
designer is either confronted with his/her bias, or pre-
sented with the non-normative in a way that also creates 
awareness of bias. Although all three algorithms are not 
producing precise data or measures, the fact that the al-
gorithms can be trained by the designer, creates a perso-
nal link to the outcome that is being generated.

Such a personal connection to the AI’s generations are 

potentially relevant in order to increase the ‘shock’, the 
confrontation, surprise and confusion, that is key in spar-
king reflection.

All three experiments showed how AI algorithms can be 
integrated in the design process. None of the measures 
or ideas the AI generated were directly used as ‘soluti-
on’. The designer always evaluated the AI’s creations and 
stayed in charge of translating the confrontation, inspira-
tion or suggestion into a feasible design solution.

All three experiments also posed new challenges to the 
designer. AI outcomes were ambiguous, challenging, in-
consistent and often confusing and hard to make sense of. 
It can be expected that additional training for the designer 
is needed.

Concluding a work in progress definition of reflexive in-
teractions is: ‘reflexive interactions are a form of human-
machine collaboration, where the AI is responsible for 
triggering and assisting the designer’s process of identi-
fying and challenging bias and collective imaginings, rat-
her than actively proposing the ideal solution itself.’

08.4. TYING FINDINGS TOGETHER

reflexive interactions

Figure 77 - tying findings together
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In order to evaluate the design 
experiments and the proposed 
reflexive interactions, testing 
with children as well as expert 
interviews were conducted. The 
results are discussed in detail.

158

The evaluation setup consists of two blocks. While the 
first evaluation focuses on evaluating the level ambiguity 
reached in the final artefacts, the second one focuses on 
more in depth feedback and recommendations regarding 
the reflexive interactions with AI.

09.1.1. Testing with Children
A testing with children aged 4 months to 4 years is sche-
duled. The children were presented to the three toys, one 
after the other. A second researcher was asking the chil-
dren questions about their perception of the toys. The goal 
is, to evaluate the level of gender ambiguity the toys are 
reflecting.

The questions are kept simple. Some of the children are 
not able to speak yet, thus observation notes are taken as 
well as notes of the children‘s answers and discussions. 
No image or video material is recorded to protect the pri-
vacy of the children. 

The three main questions are:
What does this toy remind you of?
What name would you give it?
Who do you think this toy is for? / Who would you like to 
give this toy to?
What could you do with the toy? / What games would you 
like to play with it? 

09.1.2. Expert Interviews
A series of expert interviews is conducted in order to di-
scuss the productivity of the proposed reflexive interac-
tions. The area of expertise ranges from traditional AI ex-
perts to child toy designers (Figure 79). A total of 7 experts 
are interviewed. As illustrated in Figure 78, experts are 
guided from the concrete artefacts, over the more abs-
tract design workflows to more general questions.

More specifically, the interview begins with a description 
of the problem space, e.g. bias internalisation and perpe-
tuation, and a quick introduction to the research frame-
work and project context. It continues with a presentation 
of the toy artefacts, as representations and outcomes of 
the reflexive interactions between designer and AI. Those 
workflows will then be presented in more detail, finishing 
with a work-in definition of ‘reflexive AI practice’. This de-
finition will be followed up in the warm up, asking parti-
cipants to relate to this practice and definition from their 
own background and experiences. This will allow experts 
to individually relate to the ideas of this thesis. 

Slowly raising the level of abstraction and generalisation, 
a set of questions (as can be seen in Figure 78) will be 
asked, in order to discuss the productivity of ‘reflexive 
practices’. How productivity is defined is also illustrated 
in Figure 80. 

09.1. PLANNING
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Figure 78 - evaluation setup for expert interviews
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Figure 78 - List of experts

gender robot 
research

AI and design 
methodology

embodied 
interaction 
research

reflexive AI 
research, LGBTQ+

AI research

LGBTQ+

Speculative design 
practitioner

current
productivity

future
productivity

Gain?/ Effectiveness in bias mitigation?

How can gain be increased? Requirements?

Cost? (e.g. sustainability,responsibility)

How can cost be lowered?

Does the gain outweigh the cost?

Change in the role of the designer/technology?

Feasible for integration in design process?

Change in human-machine relations?

Figure 80 - questions for productivity evaluation
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A total of 7 interviews were conducted. Additionally a 
small testing with 9 children was done. In the following 
the insights from the expert interviews, as well as the 
testing with children are synthesised and grouped into: 
1) value/gain, 2)cost/limitations and 3) recommendations.

09.2.1. VALUE/GAIN - SURFACING, DISMANTLING AND 
DE-FAMILIARIZING:

All experts saw potential in the reflexive interactions. Fol-
lowing the understanding that stereotypes are the result 
of automated cognitive processes, it was widely agreed 
upon the key role of reflection in the process of identi-
fying and challenging bias. Linking back to Donald Schön 
(1984), reflection was described as inherent to a good de-
sign process. Highlighting the importance of reflection, 
most experts then understood the AI as an important de-
sign assistant that ‘interrupts’ the automatic and routini-
zed design thinking process. 

‘[...] That‘s the cognitive process that I was mentioning. So 
if we [make decisions] instantly, we still fall within this 
like automatic process. So the reflection has to be there 
at each step, because without that reflection we would 
never have to reassess.’  

The ‘non-human ideas and opinions’ that the AI brought 
into the design momentum, surprise and confront the de-
signer, forcing them to reflect. ‘If you look at the theory of 
reflective practice, what drives the process is surprise. 
So it is a sort of ‘surprise trigger‘ [...]. Having your as-
sumptions questioned can also lead to surprising results. 
[...] An AI that can do that is interesting.’ 

09.2. RESULTS - EXPLORING FURTHER NUANCES

Figure 81 - showing the toys to children

AI was not only seen as productive in triggering reflective 
thought that can enable the designer to surface and iden-
tify bias. The experts furthermore saw the power of AI in 
inspiring and visualising new (gender) imaginings, norms 
and roles. Starting from the binary/normative was descri-
bed as the essential starting point in order to enable the 
designer to dismantle the current binary imaginings. The 
designer is being confronted with the ‘in-between’ and has 
to form an individual understanding of what this space 
represents. Reflection, as sparked by the AI, was hereby 
again the key-element. ‘I think it‘s super cool to start with 
the binary because it kind of obliges people to question 
their position. [...] So I feel that it is a fantastic way to start 
because it obliges you to speculate and reflect and then 
you can add further layers of complexity to that.’ 

It was noted how the understanding of the role of tech-
nology in human-machine interactions has fundamentally 
changed. By ‘flipping ideas’ AI becomes a source of mea-
ning, helping the designer to dismantle the binary and de-
familiarize with collective imaginings.
One expert describes, how it is not the interest in the 
technology itself, ‘[...] but the effect that the technology 
has on me, to think about creating multiplicities, creating 
more fluid ideas of myself.’ 

‘Well, you basically switch there. So instead of using them 
as sources of meaning, you use them as like. Starting point 
for reflection. So the assumption that you make about AI 
is different. So right now we kind of take it for granted that 
the AI can solve a lot of problems and then it fails mise-
rably. Especially if you think of social categorization, not 
just about gender. So first of all, why do we need to know 
what is the gender of a person? Does it really contribute 
to anything? But then eventually what you‘re trying to do 
with this project is to try to use a I like to kind of assume 
that AI is biassed. Because it comes from us and we are 
biassed by default. And use it as a starting point. So you 
basically are flipping. Like you‘re just switching the roles.’ 

The toys themselves were seemingly perceived as ambi-
guous. The children were not able to immediately identify 
the toys as anything they know. Different children assig-
ned different names to the toys. The ‘robo-doll’ toy was 
described as ‘baby’ or ‘robot’, the ‘unicorn- dinosaur’ as 
‘unicorn’ and ‘dragon’, the ‘drill-hairdryer’ used as a water 
pistol, however no words were used to describe it by the 
children. The teachers called it ‘drill’ and ‘hairdryer’. Not 
only do these namings indicate that the toys indeed tur-
ned out to be more ambiguous than traditional toys, they 
furthermore stayed familiar to known elements. 
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‘While trying to make sense of something, you are trying 
to fit it to your framework of understanding. It is like the 
process of when kids learn new knowledge. There is a 
process of assimilation and appropriation. So you have to 
fit it to you, and then you have to use it [...] So you make it 
your own.’ 

As discussed in an expert interview, the non-normativi-
ty of those toys sparks reflectivity through confrontation 
with Mary Douglas ‘Monsters’ (Douglas, 2002): ‘But they 
might see the differences in with other toys, right? It‘s 
more or less like when you have clothes like you have 
children that, I don‘t know, you have girls wearing pink 
clothes and boys wearing blue. And then if you all in a 
sudden you break this norm then eventually there is this 
difference that stands there and gets discussed, gets ob-
served, attracts attention [...].’ 

However, as highlighted by one of the experts, the per-
ception of the toys by others can be seen as irrelevant, 
as long as the designer who designed them went through 
a reflective process. Nonetheless, does this first testing 
with children show that the designer is able to translate 
the interaction insights into seemingly less biassed de-
signs.

Overall it was the combination of activities like sorting 
data and interpreting and reflecting on images and mea-
sures, that strengthened the internal reflection the de-
signer had to undergo. Strength was seen in the AI as 
a facilitator of that process, rather than an autonomous 
agent who can suggest non-biased solutions. 

On a metalevel the project and discussions were percei-
ved as thought-provoking and valuable, beyond the prac-
tices itself.

‘Very thought provoking, like I was saying, almost talking 
about this approach is valuable in itself as a sort of meta 
level of reflexivity.’ 

09.2.2. COST/LIMITATIONS - THE DILEMMA OF ECOLO-
GICAL/ECONOMICAL COST VS. SOCIAL GAIN

Despite an overall positive perception of the project‘s 
productivity, a few potential limitations and costs were 
elaborated. 
Mostly discussed was the ecological cost of training large 
amounts of data in a long energy consuming process. Ad-
ditionally, the training process often happens hidden for 
the designer on an external computer via a server. The 
only feedback for the designer, that could potentially sig-
nify the amount of energy being used, is the long training 
time required. However, as mentioned by one of the ex-
perts, also traditional design processes come with a cost: 
‘[...]but there is also a physical cost. [...] Materials have to 
be extracted and processed and [...] so there is nothing 
that’s cost free. Apart from your own ideas and imagina-
tion.’ 

This training time however, comes back as an economic 
cost. While the interactions with the AI are seen as pro-
ductive in terms of identifying bias in the design process 
by making the designer reflect, the design process does 
not become more efficient in terms of time. For a manu-
facturing industry, like for instance the toy industry, time 
is still a driving factor for making money.

Two experts furthermore referred to a lack of agency. 
Being assisted by an AI might in turn lead to the degene-
ration of the ‘design muscle’, meaning that over time the 
designer will lose skill in for instance form giving. ‘I think 
in the end the designer might lose the ability to form and 
like form give actually. There would be a reduction in the 
skill set of a designer or reliance on the designer to see 
forms made for them. So like a lessening of your imagi-
nation potentially.’ 

Additionally, the current structures of power were seen as 
a limiting factor for a change in collective imaginings, de-
spite the productivity of the reflexive interactions. Usually 
the people marginalised and discriminated against are 
not the ones in charge of making decisions, for instance 
on what toys to sell or what process to change. Howe-
ver, if not in charge of power, the voices of those most in 
need might be overheard for long, making the transition 
from one value system to another a really slow paced and 
long-term process. ‘So I would say the benefit is that it‘s 
always beneficial to start discussing practices that might 
be harmful for the people, for the people involved and the 
cost is that you‘re working against the system. It is like 
a given. People don‘t even realise that. So it‘s kind of like 
asking people to wake up all in a sudden from what they 
have been thought to be the world. And that‘s difficult. So I 
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think the cost outweighs the gain at the moment. But over 
time then eventually things will balance off.’ 

An expert also raised concern about an overtrust in AI 
and how this could potentially lead to the creation of new 
bias: ‘[...] Where you‘re more biassed to trust the decision 
of AI over some other considerations. I don‘t know whet-
her it would lead to new kinds of biases. But again, I gu-
ess that‘s the sort of strength of having this be a reflexive 
process where. Uh, perhaps it‘s not so much about the 
final outcome, but about being critical and asking these 
kinds of questions during the process.’ 

Lastly, it was highlighted that the outcome of this project 
is not gender neutral toys, but a more reflective design 
practitioner, who is able to surface and challenge col-
lective imaginings. Whilst the designer thus perceives 
the created toys as ‘neutral’ or ‘fluid’ and minimises the 
amount of gender cues embedded in the toy, the category 
of the ‘neutral’ remains empty for the end-user. Having no 
concept of what ‘the in-between’ represents, the user is 
praun to project their own bias to fill that empty category. 
As stated by Søndergaard & Hansen (2018), biases ‘are 
part of any design, sometimes embedded in the design 
from the beginning, other times as something that hap-
pens over time through use’.

It was discussed how packaging can play a potential role 
in bringing a trigger for reflection to the user. Packaging 
would target the parents, who are usually the ones buying 
the toys for their children. The toy is hereby positioned as 
the ‘in-between’ stereotypical toys (Figure 82). It is highl-
ighted that these stereotypes in toys can affect the iden-
tity development of the children. Little name tags for the 
toys suggest gender neutral names, which in turn could 
also affect the child‘s perception of the toy.

Signs of this user-bias could also be observed in the 
testing with children. The toys could not be identified as 
a specific object. After a moment of confusion children 
started calling toys ‘unicorns’ or ‘dinosaurs’. However no 
consensus or agreement on what exactly those toys are 
could be found. Each child just interpreted the toy as so-
mething that related most to their own experiences and 
interests. Furthermore some peer pressure was obser-
ved, where one child declared the ‘unicorn-dinosaur’ as a 
toy for girls. While other children disagreed in the begin-
ning, they eventually ended up calling a girl toy as well.

Figure  82 - packaging of toys
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09.2.3. RECOMMENDATIONS/ OUTLOOK - ONE STEP 
FURTHER, QUESTIONING THE ‘IN-BETWEEN’

Discussing how the reflexive interactions and the chal-
lenging of collective imaginings could become even more 
effective, a list of recommendations as synthesised from 
the interviews, was made.

In terms of ecological cost reduction, the idea of sharing 
and reusing was discussed. Designers could for instance 
have access to a shared database, where models have al-
ready been pretrained on more context related data. Ho-
wever, additional data collection and training will remain 
necessary, as it is a crucial part of the reflexive journey. 
Nonetheless, could more sufficient pre-training and mo-
del sharing decrease the amount of training needed.

One expert suggested adding a third layer of reflection. 
While it is seen as necessary to start breaking with col-
lective imaginings beginning with the normative, the 
search for the ‘non-normative’ can be made more pro-
ductive by encouraging the designer to question what will 
be found in the ‘in-between’. Is it gender fluidity? Gender 
neutrality? Designers will have to individually define this 
space in order to really reframe the gender categories for 
themselves.

In terms of terminology and framing of the project, the 
terms ‘collaboration’ and ‘reflection’ were discussed. It 
was argued that a collaboration would be more iterative, 
a more frequent back and forth between the designer and 
the AI, where the designer receives input and adjusts. The 
oxford dictionary (Oxford Languages and Google - Eng-
lish | Oxford Languages, 2022b) defines ‘collaboration’ as 
‘the action of working with someone to produce somet-
hing’. Concluding it can be said the term ‘collaboration’, 
especially in the context of human-machine interaction 
should be chosen carefully and accompanied with further 
description in order to ensure a common understanding.

Similarly, the term ‘reflection’ was discussed. Experts rai-
sed the concern that simply calling it ‘reflection’ might not 
be clear enough about the site of transformation. Adjus-
ting it to ‘self-reflection’ could in turn highlight that the 
interactions with AI are meant to challenge the self and 
make more reflective design practitioners. As such the 
notion of a self-reflexive exercise would state clearly that 
the focus is not on the technology, or the design products, 
but the effect that the technology has on oneself.  
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The following chapter reflects 
and expands on the insights 
generated through the design 
experiments, as well as the 
evaluation with experts and 
children. Zooming in hereby 
expands on the value and limi-
tations of those interactions in 
more detail, while zooming out 
reflects more broadly on the 
implications and potential con-
sequences of such human-ma-
chine interactions. The chapter 
concludes with a refined defi-
nition of ‘reflexive interactions’.

172

As discussed in expert interviews, reflexive interactions 
through AI come with ecological, economical and a form 
of social cost while showing potential in mitigating per-
sonal and collective bias. Concluding we can say that the 
interaction with the AI makes the design process more 
effective in terms of bias mitigation, however it also in-
creases the complexity of it. This might result in the need 
for special design education. 

Higher complexity is also found in the flow of interac-
tions between humans and AI. While used to immediate 
response, for instance when discussing ideas with a de-
sign colleague, the AI requires hour-long training, making 
natural ways of interacting impossible.

It was also discussed whether the interactions with the 
AI should be used more situated or as an outside training 
activity. The generalisation of personal bias may not be 
useful because it is context specific. While special train-
ing sessions outside of the routinized design work would 
minimise the ecological cost, the designer would lack 
many situated nuances and insights. Let’s take the colour 
red for example. By experimenting with the classification 
algorithm in the context of toy design, I was able to make 
explicit that I associate the colour red with femininity. 
However, in the context of for instance car design, I as-

sociate the colour red more with masculinity, speed and 
danger. While this example is rather concrete, it is to be 
expected that many more of those situated insights and 
associations would be oversimplified and generalised to 
an extent where they can become useless.

Furthermore, those insights should be personal and not 
shared. While personal insights can effectively be dis-
cussed in groups, as shown in the thingscon workshop, 
it is crucial for every designer participating in such dis-
cussions to undergo the process of reflection him/herself. 
Staying with the example of the colour red, a designer 
coming for instance from China, with a communist back-
ground, might naturally have a strong association of the 
colour red with luck, joy and happiness.

Additionally it has to be stated, that the algorithms that 
were used in the final experiments, are primarily focused 
on visual information. While alternative algorithms like 
text-to-image or language models, as explored in the 
early explorations phase, shown to be usable for reflexive 
interactions as well, the selection of algorithms used to 
design the toys is unable to capture bias that is not encod-
ed in visual information. However, the experiments have 
also shown that designers are able to associate a lot of 
cultural information to visual elements. Furthermore, de-

10.1. ZOOMING IN - REFLECTING ON COST-GAIN RELATIONS
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signers are known to prefer visual inspiration (Gonçalves 
et al., 2014), allowing for a more natural design process 
when using for instance StyleGANs.

A problem could be an ‘over-trusting’ in this technology, a 
phenomenon often observed in partly autonomous cars. 
Users misinterpret the skill and abilities of the AI and give 
the technology a level of agency and responsibility it is 
not made for (Drexler et al., 2018). In accounting for such 
‘over-trusting’ it is crucial to inform the user about the 
skill and abilities of the technology before use. It is fur-
thermore important to highlight that what the AI is gener-
ating, is always just a mirror of one’s judgements rather 
than the ‘truth’ or anything that can be taken as fact.

Addressing further limitations of reflexive interactions, 
it is thought of as a more participatory design approach, 
where the user undergoes the process of reflexively 
creating objects him/herself. The productivity of reflex-
ive interactions lies in the process of dismantling one‘s 
own concept of the world. So essentially, the artefacts 
created reflect ‘neutrality’ more for the creator than for 
those who did not engage in the reflections themselves. 
As discussed in expert interviews, the user might end 
up projecting own bias into an otherwise neutral object. 
Overcoming this projection, a solution could be to have 

the user, in this case the child, design their own toys. This 
way, the user would go through the process of surfacing 
and challenging bias himself.

One of the biggest challenges for reflexive interactions 
poses the ecological cost associated with the training of 
the algorithms. However, it can be expected to minimise 
this cost in the future. While reuse was already discussed 
in expert interviews, additional adaptations can be made. 
It has to be highlighted that the algorithms used for these 
experiments are not designed for designers to use for re-
flexive purposes. As a result, pre-training the algorithms 
for instance is not optimised for design content. Training 
data and images could be chosen that are more relevant 
for design, thus potentially lowering the amount of addi-
tional training time needed.

Additionally, most of the algorithms are designed to per-
form as precisely and consistently as possible. A clas-
sification algorithm for instance is expected to classify 
images accurately. However, such accuracy is not nec-
essarily needed for sparking situated reflection. As the 
experiments showed, a styleGAN for instance, produces 
simply more ambiguous images if trained on less data or 
for less time. While ambiguity and confusion can be gen-
erally seen as something negative, they also carry the po-

tential to trigger reflection by interrupting the designers 
routinated workflow. As such, it can be speculated that fu-
ture AI algorithms for reflexive interactions are less cost 
intensive, because less precision and accuracy, but rather 
confusion, ambiguity and confrontation is needed. As an 
additional benefit, such shorter training times would also 
lower the economical cost. More ambiguous AI genera-
tions would also require more design skill, to be translat-
ed into actual objects, preventing the ‘design muscle’ from 
degenerating.

However, more ambiguous and less precise algorithms 
might also lead to the projection of further bias into the 
interpretation of the AI’s generations. Hence, future work 
would have to investigate in what ways AI algorithms 
could be optimised for reflexive interactions in design 
contexts.
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Zooming out, and discussing reflexive interaction with AI 
in a more holistic way, this sub-chapter looks at potential 
ethical concerns, AI hype, structures of power and bias 
perpetuations, as well as potential changes in the role of 
the designer and the AI. 

Looking into ethical concerns regarding the use of AI, 
most widely discussed is the danger of AI and machine 
learning reproducing past discrimination (Rainie et al., 
2021). However, as discussed and explored throughout 
this thesis, such exacerbation of human bias can be used 
as surprise, confrontation and sensitization in order to 
empower humans to surface and challenge personal and 
collective bias. Part of the reflexive exercises is especial-
ly the conscious encoding of bias in the AI’s training data.

Furthermore, the worries like the one expressed in the 
AI index report by the Stanford Institute for Human-Cen-
tred Artificial Intelligence (AI Index 2021, n.d.), is that the 
main developers and deployers of AI are focused on prof-
it-seeking and social control, and there is no consensus 
about what ethical AI would look like. What decisions do 
we want to delegate to the AI? Should systems be de-
signed to either avoid actions that have a significant neg-
ative influence on human agency, enabling individuals to 
make their own decisions, or to step in when it is obvious 
that human decision-making may be harmful? (Rainie et 

al., 2021),(Coeckelbergh, 2020)
With the decision for more reflexive instead of norma-
tive interactions with AI, a clear decision for more human 
and less technological agency was made. While this work 
indicates how such human-machine interaction can be 
useful to encourage designers to become more critical 
and reflective design practitioners, the worry of ‘prof-
it-seeking’ deployers could still hinder the productivity or 
even employment of such practices. However, this work 
shows how understanding bias as a human flaw instead 
of a technological one, and how reflection and the search 
for self-understanding in the interaction with the AI can 
reduce the amount of ethical concern.  

Since there is little consensus about what an ethical AI 
should like, some follow a comparative strategy: ‘It’s not 
whether AI systems alone produce questionable ethical 
outcomes, it’s whether the AI systems are less biassed 
than the current human systems and their known biases’ 
(Rainie et al., 2021). Following similar ethics, this thesis 
aimed to challenge existing practices in design and hu-
man-machine interaction by exploring alternatives in the 
ways designers can target bias. However, whether the 
proposed reflexive interactions are indeed less biassed 
than current ‘normative’ practices is to be proved in future 
studies.

10.2. ZOOMING OUT- RE-EVALUATING HUMAN-MACHINE RELATIONS

Amershi et al. (2019) are discussing potential negative 
outcomes of human-AI interactions. Concern is raised 
that ‘automated inferences are typically performed under 
uncertainty, often producing false positives and false neg-
atives, AI-infused systems may demonstrate unpredicta-
ble behaviours that can be disruptive, confusing, offen-
sive, and even dangerous.’ (Amershi et al., 2019)

While such behaviour can often be seen as negative or 
even dangerous, this work has shown that confusion, sur-
prise and confrontation are also the sources of reflection, 
critical thought and re-framing. Additionally AI is called to 
be ‘inherently inconsistent’ (Amershi et al., 2019). Another 
quality that can be seen as potentially unwanted, howev-
er when used on purpose, it can also serve as means to 
trigger reflection. 

Nonetheless, inconsistency and unpredictable behaviour 
can also erode the user‘s confidence or, depending on the 
context, become dangerous. As stated by Cavalcante et al. 
(2022), one of the two key conditions for meaningful hu-
man control in human-AI interaction is tracing: ‘in  order  
for  a  human-AI  system to be under meaningful human 
control, its behavior, capabilities, and possible effects in 
the world should be traceable to a proper moral and tech-
nical understanding on the part of at least one relevant 

human agent who designs or interacts with the system.’ 
However, since the AI is giving little to no autonomy in the 
here explored reflexive interactions, which are expected 
to be performed in addition to traditional design methods 
that ensure safety, tracing conditions are less relevant.

Another concern that has been raised, is looking into the 
perpetuation of AI and technology stereotypes through 
generative models like Dall-e 2 (DALL·E 2, 2022) and Mid-
journey (Midjourney, n.d.)(Kapoor & Narayanan, 2022). Im-
ages used in for instance news articles act like a visual 
metaphor and not always reflect its content. People read-
ing those articles and seeing those images might be mis-
led. Often those images suggest that AI for instance, has 
a high level of autonomy and agency, by depicting the term 
‘AI’ in most contexts as humanoid robots. Being trained 
on those stock-visualisations of AI, it is not surprising 
that generative Models – that are being used to gener-
ate stock images for news articles– perpetuate or even 
exacerbate these stereotypical depictions of technology.
(Kapoor & Narayanan, 2022) Concluding it can be said, 
the consciousness of not just the perpetuation of human 
stereotypes, but also technology stereotypes is needed, 
in order to establish a meaningful human-machine inter-
action. However, the means of reflection and conscious 
data curation, as inherent to the proposed reflexive inter-
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actions, are also expected to help the designer recognize 
and counteract those technology stereotypes.

Reflecting on the overall change in interaction dynam-
ics, a switch in roles is recognized. As experts described 
it, the assumption about technology is no longer that it 
solves the problems for you. The focus has moved to the 
relations between the human and the technology, making 
it more about the effect of technology on oneself than the 
technology as such. This changes the way we perceive 
ourselves and the role of technology. Technology is now 
more defined in relation to oneself. As described above, AI 
has given away agency. This can also be seen as a counter 
proposal to the above mentioned humanoid AI, that can 
act fully autonomous.

Discussing the changes in the role of the designer is more 
difficult. As reflection is already a core part of how de-
signers work (Schön, 1984), the interactions with AI are 
more expected to enhance natural design tendencies than 
introduce new ones. However, the engagement with train-
ing data and abstract algorithms is not standard in every 
design practice. Changes in the way technology will be 
incorporated in the design thinking process might change. 
That the adoption of technologies like AI in the design pro-
cess is not something of the far future, is proven daily by 

oio.studio, which incorporated an artificial intelligence as 
design colleague in their work. However, the posed as-
sumptions would have to be further tested and explored.

As for the future application of such interactions, also 
more complex categorical discriminations and scenar-
ios are envisioned. While the example of gender rep-
resentation in toys was an easy to grasp and understand 
scenario, more complex contexts are expected to also 
change the cost-gain relations. Imagining rather simple 
objects like toys in-between gender categories might be 
a task a trained designer could perform without training 
an algorithm for several hours. However, envisioning the 
in-between for instance of different races or ethnicities 
in contexts like advertisement, hiring, etc. might pose a 
challenge for designers that can currently not be solved. 
Applying reflexive interactions in such scenarios might 
legitimise the high ecological cost.
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To surface and challenge potentially harmful, yet internal-
ised and forgotten norms, this thesis explores and inves-
tigates reflexive relations between designer and AI and 
the effect of unpredictable, surprising and confronting AI 
behaviour on oneself. A speculative company is created, to 
provide an immersive context for the research and design 
of the reflexive human-AI interactions. Within this specu-
lative scope, the problem of gender stereotypes in toys is 
explored. Based on early explorations - specifically inter-
views, workshops, generative sessions and testing of dif-
ferent AI models - as well as three introspective research 
through design experiments, this project concludes that 
reflexive human-machine interactions – as proposed al-
ternative to normative human-machine interactions – are 
potentially productive to surface, dismantle and de-famil-
iarize personal bias and collective imaginings. 

Answering the questions of ‘how to design while being 
mindful of biases’, ‘how to integrate such reflections in the 
design process’ and ‘how to spark such reflections through 
AI’ a set of early technological explorations, literature re-
search, interviews and workshops is conducted. The find-
ings are translated into four design tactics 1)auto-con-
frontation - presenting oneself with the traces of own 
doing -; 2)shift in perspective -look at yourself through 
the eyes of someone else-; 3)clash of expectations -break 
with existing conventions and expectations or create new 

expectations, that are then destroyed on purpose- and 4)
creating monsters -creation of two excluding categories 
that can not be put back in place-. These four tactics serve 
as interaction guidelines and describe different means of 
triggering and sparking reflection.

In addition, a speculative design-case is set up in the 
form of a fictional company ‘The first gender-fluid child 
toy company’. Illustrating the problematic representation 
of gender stereotypes in toys, this company is aiming to 
break with the binary ideas of masculinity and feminini-
ty as materialised in toys. Presenting itself with problem 
description, mission and products in form of a website, 
this company provides a context in which reflexive inter-
actions are explored and communicated. The company 
serves as a tool for presenting future AI-design practices 
in a tangible and immersive way, but also as a critique 
of current gender stereotypes in the design of children’s 
toys. 

Situated in the process of gender-fluid child toy design, 
three introspective design experiments are conducted, in 
order to explore new relations between human and tech-
nology. As a result of these interactions, three toys - each  
challenging stereotypical and binary ideas of femininity 
and masculinity as materialised in toys like drills and uni-
corns - are designed. 

10.3. CONCLUSION - THE REFINED DEFINITION OF REFLEXIVE INTERACTIONS

The first experiment -the robot-doll experiment- uses a 
classification algorithm which the designers train on their 
personal perception of gender by labelling data in ‘mas-
culine’ and ‘feminine’. The created measure of one’s per-
ception serves as ‘auto-confrontation’, ‘shift in perspec-
tive’ and ‘clash of expectation’ which in turn forces the 
designer to reflect on their own tendencies to implement 
bias in forms or shape, colour, etc.. 

The second experiment -the dinosaur-unicorn experi-
ment- uses a StyleGAN, trained on images of dinosaur 
and unicorn plushes. Mapping creatures between dino-
saur and unicorn on an infinite grid, the designer can 
explore the spaces between unicorn and dinosaur and 
experience the absurdity of binary categorisation. This 
experience can ‘shift perspectives’, ‘create monsters’ and 
‘let expectations clash’. 

The last experiment -the dirll-hairdryer experiment- uses 
a StyleGAN to create meta-objects, that show similari-
ty with the two binary categories of ‘drill’ and ‘hair-dry-
er’ while mixing their properties to an extent that causes 
confusion and irritation about the objects function and 
context of use. This is achieved by creating and training 
the algorithm first on a primary dataset of drills, and then 
only shortly on a secondary dataset of hair-dryers. The 
tactics that play an important role are ‘shift in perspec-

tive’, ‘creating monsters’ and ‘clash expectations’. 

As the experiments with three different algorithms sug-
gest, AI can be utilised to help the designer in getting 
internal insights into personal bias materialisation in 
design and furthermore assist in exploring design ideas 
outside of the norm. Not only did the interactions with the 
AI lead to a more reflective design practice, the outcomes 
of these design processes furthermore spark reflection 
through confronting and irritating artefacts, as testing 
with children suggests. 

This thesis also shows that AI’s often negatively described 
behaviour like confusion, bias exacerbation, confrontation 
and inconsistency, also carries the power to trigger re-
flective practices that help surfacing and challenge bias. 

Compared to normative human-machine practices, the  
three experiments with AI showed that the role of both the 
human and the non-human have changed. The technology, 
instead of searching for solutions, becomes a means to 
surprise, confront, highlight and explore the ‘in-between’ 
and non-normative, helping the designer to be more re-
flective. The designer in turn becomes responsible for us-
ing the reflective practices to surface personal and col-
lective bias and dismantle the binary and normative.  
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Reflexive interactions are a 
form of situated self-reflection 
exercises, where the AI can help 
the designers in their process of 
surfacing, sensitising as well as 
de-familiarizing and dismantling 

the personal and collective norms, 
roles, values through the means of 
surprise, confrontation, mirroring 

and exacerbation.

While reflexivity is nothing new in human-machine in-
teractions, error is no longer something that is localised 
on the technology side. When expectations clash -for in-
stance when the generated outcome is not matching the 
intended outcome- it is no longer the system that will be 
fixed, but the human, that is then forced to question own 
biases, expectations as well as collective imaginings. As 
such an alternative view on AI ethics and human-machine 
interaction is illustrated.

However, the productivity of those reflexive interactions 
depends on the designers ability to reflect and adapt to 
new tools like classification algorithms and StyleGANs. It 
is furthermore crucial for success, that the self-reflexive 
exercises are being situated and adapted to the different 
design contexts, rather than applied as separate general 
training exercises, in order to avoid the over simplifica-
tion or generalisation of biases like colour for instance, 
that highly depend on the context. 

Ecological problems occur due to long algorithm training 
hours, which are often hidden from the designer by train-
ing the algorithms in clouds. Additionally, an over-trust in 
the model’s outcome, or the projection of own ideas into 
the generated stimuli might arise. New ways to reduce 
the ecological as well as the economical and social cost 

have to be found and tested. Future work has to investi-
gate what potential new biases form through the reflexive 
interactions. Additionally, different design contexts and 
practices should be explored. More complex biases and 
contexts might hereby outweigh the ecological cost com-
pared to the social benefit. 

This thesis contributes to the field of human-machine 
interaction. Seeing potential in confusing and bias ex-
acerbating behaviour of the AI, this thesis illustrates 
alternative alignments in design between humans and 
non-humans through three situated design experiments. 
Secondly, this thesis takes a speculative research through 
design approach, in order to also involve people outside of 
academia in discussions about future design and AI prac-
tises.

Furthermore, this work explores new design practices, 
expanding the tool kit of the designer with data and algo-
rithms and giving new ideas for human-machine collabo-
ration in the design process.

Finally this thesis concludes with a refined definition of 
‘reflexive designer-AI interactions’ (Figure 83). Future re-
search and testing is required to validate the potential of 
such human-machine relations. Figure 83 - refined definition of ‘reflexive designer-AI interactions‘
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As mentioned in the very beginning of this report, I had 
set myself certain ambitions for this project. Reflecting 
on those ambitions, as well as my overall project journey, 
I am very happy with this thesis.

Due to my interest in complex topics and a wide variety of 
disciplines, the project ran the risk of getting out of hand. 
I am most proud, that all these years of studying have 
eventually taught me how to follow my interests, while re-
searching and designing in an structured and systematic 
way. I am very grateful for the input, critique and support 
of my supervisors, that guided me through this complex 
project and helped me to not get lost in it.

By looking at myself and my design process through the 
lens of technology I have learned a great deal about my-
self as a designer. By setting my own discipline in relation 
to other disciplines like philosophy, psychology and com-
puter science, I furthermore gained a deeper understand-
ing about design as such.

While I was not able to acquire new skills and knowledge 
in all domains that interest me, I was nonetheless able to 
touch upon many, if not all, of those areas through inter-
esting literature, discussions and experiments.

I expanded my repertoire of design research methods and 
frameworks, by creating artefacts, leading workshops, 
give interviews and present and discuss my work.

I am very grateful for all the interesting conversations, 
people and events, that helped me in gaining a more real-
istic and holistic understanding of my work. 

Looking back one of the greatest challenges for me was 
writing this report. While feeling a bit lost in times, I 
am proud about my learning progress and the results I 
achieved.

Engaging with scientific literature and methodologies was 
not always easy and I needed some time to adjust to the 
new learning environment. However, I could not be more 
surprised about how much I have learned since my last 
graduation project in the Bachelor and I am quite proud 
to be graduating with a Master of Science now from the 
Tu Delft.

10.4. PERSONAL REFLECTION
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